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This year our annual dinner in the Savoy is on the seventieth 
anniversary of a particularly important event  in the same hotel. 

In 1933, around three hundred guests attended  a  woman’s 
luncheon, paying  £10 each for a very simple meal , in aid of the 
resettlement  of Jewish women and children fleeing from Nazi 
Germany. Even at this early point, around sixty thousand Jews 
were being looked after by the League of Nations in Geneva.  
Among the guests were Margot Asquith and Clementine 
Churchill. 

Violet Bonham Carter said at the luncheon ‘I want to make 
clear my profound conviction that this is not a matter which 
concerns the Jewish community alone. It concerns all who 
believe in justice and our common humanity.’ As we gather 
again in the Savoy seven decades later these words still have a 
powerful resonance.

As chairman of the Anglo Israel Association I am delighted to 
see the re-opening of talks between Israel and the Palestinian 
leaderships. It is perfectly obvious that the path of these talks 
will be exceptionally difficult. Nevertheless, it is important that 
the effort be made.   The Irish peace process was characterised 
by the dictum that ‘nothing is agreed until everything is agreed.’ 
But the fact is that the problems in the Middle East are far 
deeper and have far greater substance.  It might therefore be 
wiser not to pay too much attention to the Irish dictum and 
to concentrate instead on achieving elements of incremental 
progress and banking them where-ever it is possible. 

 

lord Bew
Chairman of the Executive Committee

Address
ChAirmAn’sNimrod Capital LLP

3 St Helen’s Place
London EC3A 6AB
Switchboard: 020 7382 4565
www.nimrodcapital.com

With best wishes from 

Nimrod Capital LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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“Zionist”        is a concept that’s basically 
simple, clear, easy to define and 

understand, and there should be no difficulty defending 
its definition. but over the past 20 to 30 years, this simple 
concept has turned into one of the most confused and 
complicated notions of identity, and its overuse has made 
it impossible to agree on what it means.

the right likes to use it as a type of whipped cream to 
improve the taste of dubious dishes, while the left treats it 
with fear, as if it were a mine liable to explode in its hands 
− which is why it always feels the need to neutralize it with 
some strange adjective, as in “sane Zionism” or “humane 
Zionism.” in the dispute between the “national camp” and 
the “peace camp,” Zionism is used as an offensive weapon 
that is batted from one side to the other.

abroad, critics of israel use Zionism as a kind of poisonous 
potion to exacerbate every accusation against the state. 
many critics believe that the solution to israel’s future 
lies in the de-Zionization of its identity. among israel’s 
sworn enemies, “Zionist” is a demonic epithet, a term of 
denunciation that replaces the word “israeli” or “Jew.” 
hamas members speak of the captured Zionist soldier, 
and hezbollah and iran speak of the criminal Zionist entity, 
not about israel.

so it’s about time that we try to define the word “Zionist” 
realistically. first of all, we must remember that from 
a historical perspective, the concept emerged only at 
the end of the 19th century. it’s meaningless to try and 
describe yehuda halevi as a Zionist, or any other Jew who 
immigrated to the holy land in centuries past. in the same 
fashion, we can’t use the terms “socialism” or “socialist” 

for periods before the middle of the 19th century, and 
describe robespierre, for example, as the “socialist” of the 
french revolution, which occurred at the end of the 18th 
century. these concepts only have significance from the 
time when they emerged in a specific historical context, 
and tossing them around freely as labels for anything we 
choose is a clearly anachronistic act.

if so, how would we define who is a Zionist, starting from the 
emergence of the Zionist movement as inspired by theodor 
herzl and his associates? here is the definition: a Zionist 
is a person who desires or supports the establishment of 
a Jewish state in the land of israel, which in the future 
will become the state of the Jewish people. this is based 
on what herzl said: “in basel i founded the Jewish state.”

the key word in this definition is “state,” and its natural 
location is the land of israel because of the Jewish people’s 
historical link to it. thus my grandfather’s grandfather, for 
example, who came to the land of israel from thessaloniki 
in the mid-19th century, cannot be considered a Zionist. 
he came to settle in the land of israel, not to establish a 
state here. this is also the rule for the ancestors of neturei 
karta and other hasidic groups that came to the land of 
israel as far back as the 17th and 18th centuries, and who 
remain loyal to it. not only were these Jews not interested 
in establishing a Jewish state, but they include some who 
saw − and still see − the state of israel as an abomination 
and a desecration of god’s name.

a Zionist, therefore, is a Jew who supported the 
establishment of a Jewish state in the land of israel, and 
not necessarily one who actually settled in the land. herzl 
himself and many Zionist leaders never settled in the 

defining 
Zionism: 

Defining Zionism: the belief that Israel belongs to the entire Jewish people
given the ways in which the word ‘Zionism’ is thrown around both in Israel and outside of it, 
and the vast permutations it’s gone through over the past decades, perhaps it’s time we try 
to define it realistically.
by a.b. yehoshua
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land, yet you wouldn’t hesitate to call them Zionists. even 
today, the members of Zionist federations worldwide are 
considered Zionists by us and by themselves, even though 
they don’t live in israel.

anyone who believes that only a person who lives in israel 
can be a Zionist is essentially saying that today, there are 
no Zionists outside the state of israel, and that’s not the 
case. and what about those born in the land of israel − 
are they considered Zionists based on their place of birth 
alone?

a Zionist is a person who wanted or supported the 
establishment of a Jewish state in the land of israel. what 
kind of state? well, every Zionist had his own vision and his 
own plan.

Zionism is not an ideology. if the definition of ideology, 
according to the hebrew encyclopaedia, is as follows − 
“a cohesive, systematic combination of ideas, insights, 
principles and imperatives that finds expression in the 
particular worldview of a sect, a party or a social class” 
− then Zionism cannot be 
considered an ideology, 
but merely a very broad 
platform for various 
ideologies that may even 
contradict one another.

ever since the state 
of israel was founded 
in 1948, the definition 
of “Zionist” has been 
revised, since we don’t 
need to establish another state. therefore, its definition is 
as follows: a Zionist is a person who accepts the principle 
that the state of israel doesn’t belong solely to its citizens, 
but to the entire Jewish people. the practical expression of 
this commitment is the law of return.

the state’s affairs are indeed managed solely by its citizens 
− people who have an israeli identity card, of whom 80 
percent are Jews, while 20 percent are israeli Palestinians 
and others. but only a person who supports and affirms 
the law of return is a Zionist, and anyone who rejects the 
law of return is not a Zionist.

nevertheless, israeli Jews who reject the law of return 
and declare themselves non-Zionists or post-Zionists 
(whether from the right or the left) are still good citizens 
who are loyal to the state of israel, and retain all their civil 
rights.

from this it emerges that all the big ideological, political, 
security and social questions over which we do battle 
day and night have nothing to do with Zionism. they are 
similar to the questions that many other peoples, past and 
present, have had to struggle with, and still struggle with.

moreover, Zionism is not a word that’s meant to replace 
patriotism, pioneering, humaneness or love of one’s 
homeland, concepts that are found in other languages 
as well. hebrew is rich enough to endow every position 
or action with the appropriate word. an israel Defence 
forces officer who serves in the standing army for many 
years after his compulsory service, for example, is no 

greater Zionist than the kiosk owner eking out a livelihood, 
though we would certainly see him as a greater patriot. a 
person who volunteers to help needy children is no more 
a Zionist than a stockbroker, although he may be a greater 
humanitarian.

to be a Zionist is not a badge of honour, or a medal a person 
wears on his chest. medals are connected to actions, not to 
support of the law of return.

nor is there any connection between the size of the country 
and Zionism. if the arabs had accepted the partition plan in 
1947, the state of israel within the partition borders would 
have been just as Zionist as it is within different borders.

if the state of israel had conquered and annexed the east 
bank of the Jordan and repealed the law of return, it 
would have ceased being Zionist even though it would be 
three or four times the size. the state was Zionist when it 
controlled the gaza strip, and it was just as Zionist after it 
withdrew from it. many countries have seen changes in the 
size of their sovereign territory, but their core identities 

remained intact.

with regard to the law 
of return, which some 
see as discriminating 
a g a i n s t  i s r a e l ’ s 
Palestinian citizens, this 
is the answer: the law of 
return is essentially the 
moral condition set by the 
countries of the world for 
the establishment of the 

state of israel. the united nations’ partition of Palestine-
eretz israel in 1947 into a Jewish state and a Palestinian 
one was on condition that the Jewish state would not just 
be a state for the 600,000 Jews that lived there at the time, 
but would instead be a state that could resolve the distress 
of Jews all over the world, and would enable every Jew in 
the world to consider it home. would it be moral for the 
hundreds of thousands of Jews who immigrated to israel 
on the basis of the law of return to shut the door they 
entered through behind them?

moreover, it’s almost certain that there will be a similar 
law in the Palestinian state that i hope will be established, 
speedily and in our days. it would behove that state to 
legislate a law of return that would enable every exiled 
Palestinian to return to the Palestinian state and obtain 
asylum and citizenship.

but neither the israeli law of return, nor a similar 
law in the future Palestinian state, contradict general 
immigration laws that set specific entry criteria, as is 
customary in every country of the world.

liberating the concept of Zionism from all the appendages 
and addenda that have adhered to it would not only clarify 
the ideological and political arguments we have among 
ourselves, and thus prevent these disputes from being 
mythologized, but it would also force critics abroad to 
clarify and focus their positions.

(this article first appeared in haaretz who have given us 
permission to reproduce it here)

“A Zionist is a person who accepts 
the principle that the state of israel 
doesn’t belong solely to its citizens, 
but to the entire Jewish people.”
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‘We treAt pAtIents regArdless of 
relIgIon, rAce, nAtIonAlIty And 
gIve the Best cAre We cAn provIde’ 
– dr. oscAr emBon, ZIv medIcAl 
center, sAfed.
 
in critical condition with severe shrapnel injuries to their torso 
and limbs, bullet wounds from head to toe and open fractures 
— this is how syrian patients arrive at israeli hospitals in the 
north of the country. and they are all treated like any other 
patient.

“it’s our duty as a regional hospital, where we are located 
along the lebanese border on one side and the syrian border 
on the other side,” says Dr. amram hadary, director of the 
trauma unit at Ziv medical center in safed. “we cannot ignore 
that the syrian conflict is happening behind our door. we 
cannot close our eyes, ears and hearts to what is happening 
there. it’s a catastrophe.”

world interest was piqued earlier this year when the first 
seven syrian civilians crossed the border into israel to 
receive medical treatment at Ziv. although israel and syria 
are officially enemies, since that initial humanitarian gesture 
in february, different reports cite between 50 to 100 victims 
of the bloody civil war have been admitted to israeli hospitals 
for life-saving surgeries and the numbers keep rising.

“we treat patients regardless of religion, race, nationality, 
and give the best care we can provide,”  explains Ziv medical 
center director Dr. oscar embon.

some 30 patients (80 percent of the total) have been treated 
at Ziv, and the remaining syrian victims have been cared for 
by western galilee medical center in nahariya, rambam 
medical center and Poriah hospital near tiberias.

“for me, they are human beings in need of treatment. i’m 
not thinking of them as enemies,” says embon. “i’m glad 
as a physician that we have the opportunity to exercise 
humanistic principles. i’m very glad to be able to do what 
we’re taught to do.”

the israeli medical staff has no idea who the syrian patients 
are. they could be civilians caught in cross-fire, part of the 
military or members of the rebel forces.

hadary says: “we don’t know who we’re treating, armed 
or not armed, wearing uniform or not wearing uniform. 
because of the critical condition in which many of them 
arrive, we don’t question who they are. it is irrelevant. they 
are patients and are treated with the best measures we 
have in the hospital. everyone gets the same treatment.”

israeli personnel treating a syrian.

throughout israel’s history – 
pockmarked with numerous conflicts 
— doctors have treated people 
regardless of their ethnicity, even if 
their country was at war with israel. 
Ziv doctors cared for enemy soldiers 
and a syrian pilot as far back as the 
1982 lebanon war, hospital officials 
said.

“one of our raisons d’être is not only 
to treat the civilian population here but 
everyone who needs trauma treatment 
in the area,” says embon.

israel’s health ministry and the 
Defence ministry agreed to jointly fund 
the hospital treatment for the syrians. 
that total currently stands at $830,000. 
embon says that although the bills 
have not been paid since february, 
“we’re not panicking. we know the 
government will reimburse us.”
there are also many local charities 
which israeli physicians volunteer to 
treat patients from adversarial states.

shortly after the syrian civil war 
erupted, the israeli army set up a field 
hospital on the border to treat victims. 
the iDf grants special permission of 
entry to israel for the critically injured, 
and escorts them to and from the 
hospital.

“our policy is to help in humanitarian 
cases, and to that end we are operating 
a field hospital along the syrian 
border,” Defence minister moshe 
ya’alon told the knesset’s foreign 
affairs and Defence committee in 
June. “in cases where there are badly 
wounded, we transfer them to israeli 
hospitals.”

the youngest victim of syrian 
violence to be transferred to israel for 
treatment to date was a nine year old 
boy. there have also been teenagers, 
20-somethings and those without a 
known age.

the nine-year-old boy arrived in israel 
in June accompanied by his father — 

marking the first time a non-patient 
was allowed into israel since the 
iDf opened the border to the syrian 
victims.

“i’m very happy he came with his 
father. he is so young,” embon says, 
noting the father also has a cast on his 
arm but is not a patient at Ziv. “they 
were sitting at home and something 
hit their house. the boy lost his eye 
and suffered shrapnel wounds all over 
his body.”

all four medical facilities in the north 
of israel have arabic-speaking social 
workers, trauma specialists and 
nurses.

 
Dr. oscar 
embon, 
director of 
Ziv medical 
center.

hadary notes that while the patients 
know they are being treated in israel, 
their concerns are not political but 
rather homesickness or whether the 
food is hallal certified.

embon says he always confirms with 
army personnel that upon discharge 
the patients will have access to medical 
aid in the community to which they are 
returning.

the syrian patients usually arrive with 
empty pockets. but in early June, one 
patient had a surprise for Ziv’s staff – a 
live grenade in his pocket. (the grenade 
was defused without any damage.)
a week later, doctors found a note 
– written in arabic – attached to the 
clothes of a 28-year-old in need of 
lifesaving surgery.  

the polite letter opened with “hello 
distinguished surgeon” and went on 
to detail previous medical care the 
patient had received in syria days 
earlier. the unnamed syrian physician 
understood that he could not provide 
the required treatment and asked his 
israeli counterparts to save the life of 
the 28-year-old patient.

a syrian doctor’s note found attached 
to a patient. (photo credit: channel 2 
screenshot)

the patient suffered from gunshot 
wounds to his chest and torso and 
shrapnel damage to his diaphragm and 
liver, according to a report by israeli 
channel 10 tv. he arrived in israel in 
critical condition and after surgery was 
upgraded to a stable condition.

the syrian doctor explained in his 
letter what treatment the man had 
already received and thanked the 
israelis in advance, saying he knew 
they would do everything possible 
to save the life of the young man. Dr. 
amram hadary, director of the trauma 
unit at Ziv hospital, commended 
the syrian physician on his initial 
treatment, saying “it seems that the 
[syrian] operation saved his life.”

“this marked a turning point,” says 
embon. “this is a change that they’re 
coming after being treated in syria. 
the note shows me that they’re aware 
that we’re treating the injured and that 
it’s okay to refer patients who need 
enhanced treatment. the note was 
like any normal letter between two 
hospitals.”

“the note was very special because 
one of our problems is we don’t have 
medical data about previous treatment 
on the other side of the border,” says 
hadary, director of the trauma unit. 
“it’s important from a professional 
point of view to have this medical letter. 
and the bottom line is [the syrian 
doctor] was wishing us luck with what 
we are doing.”

whether the cooperation between the 
medical communities will influence 
the political situation remains to be 
seen.

“we’re saving lives, not with 
expectations for the future. we’re 
doing it because it’s our job,” says 
hadary. “let’s hope for peace and be 
realistic at the same time.”

InjureD syrIAns 
receIve help from 
IsrAelI hospItAls

A syrian war victim arriving at Ziv medical center.
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For syrian refugees in 
Jordan, aid from israel 
comes in a whisper

Al-mafraQ, Jordan — sultana is 23 years old and 
very hungry. she grew up in the suburbs east of 
Damascus, but when her house was firebombed 

by an airplane belonging to the syrian regime; she fled 
the city in the night along with her husband and their five 
children.

together, the group trekked south toward safety across the 
Jordanian border, adding their numbers to the hundreds 
of thousands of refugees who have swarmed this remote, 
impoverished corner of the hashemite kingdom while 
syrian President bashar assad’s reign of terror shows no 

signs of abating.

sultana and her family were initially placed in one of the 
two un mega-camps in the region, which have swelled 
into bona fide cities of transients and their tents. like 
other refugees, she declined to have her last name used 
out of security concerns.

in the camp, disease and crime fester amid the more than 
200,000 refugees desperately trying to feed themselves 
and stay alive. local ngos say that on most days, 700 to 
1,000 more syrians cross the border and add to the toll.

Buoyed by donations from Jewish groups 
around the world, an Israeli agency helps 
distribute relief one purple bag at a time

By DeBrA KAmIn

syrian women outside the ngo’s office after receiving their distribution bags (photo credit: mickey alon)

a refugee at the camp near al-mafraq carries her goods. (photo credit: mickey alon)

fearing infection and frustrated with the overcrowding, 
sultana and her family took their tents and moved to a 
smaller outpost, one of a handful of ad hoc mini-camps that 
have popped up amid the arid plains near the Jordanian 
town of al-mafraq. she may not realize it, but now her 
food, cooking oil and cleaning supplies come to her thanks 
to an israeli aid organization and a network of Jewish 
donors across the Diaspora, including the uJa federation 
of greater toronto, the aJc, world Jewish relief and the 
Pears foundation.

late last week, minutes before a sandstorm whipped 
through the region and rendered sultana and her family 
even more invisible than they already are, a van driven 
by a Jordanian ngo volunteer and carrying a volunteer 
from israaid, an israeli humanitarian aid agency, pulled 

up at the camp. about 125 refugees live here in 25 dirt-
spattered tents, cut off from the primary aid organs that 
pump food and water into the bigger local camps of Zaatari 
and mrajeeb al fhood. one by one, the refugees here lined 
up and waited to be called by name to the van, where fat 
purple bags filled with lentils, rice, sugar and other dry 
goods sat ready for distribution.

the items inside the bags are purchased locally by 
Jordanian ngos using funds transferred to them from 
israel. they are handed out daily or weekly, in a sporadic 
schedule that depends entirely on how much donor cash 
flows into israel and can then be transferred to the other 
side.

“we are concerned for their livelihood. that’s the first 
thought,” says the director of an international faith-

based humanitarian organization whose israeli arm has 
partnered with israaid to bring relief to syrian refugees 
in Jordan. for her own security, she also asked not to 
be named. “for us, this has nothing to do with politics 
at home. it’s about how can we, as people in a difficult 
situation, where there is animosity between governments, 
how can we – Jewish and christian, humanitarian workers 
and people – make a difference? and i’ll tell you how: bag 
by bag.”

the woman is the linchpin in this process, a tough, no-
nonsense aid worker who has seen frontline trauma 

across the world and understands that crisis care depends 
on relationships upon the ground. she makes the drive 
across the border several times a month, accompanied 
by several israaid volunteers who know the local climate, 
have nurtured relationships with the heads of Jordanian 
ngos, and have no desire to let politics become a stumbling 
block.

“we don’t come as representatives of netanyahu, or of 
a party, or of the government. we come because we are 
people who want to do humanitarian work,” says mickey 
alon, a photographer by day who volunteers his time with 
israaid and has travelled with israeli aid missions to haiti, 
south sudan and Japan.

we are seated in the office of a major Jordanian ngo, 
sipping hot coffee at the insistence of its director. the ngo 
asked not to be named, fearing that their association with 
israel could cause backlash against family members of 
syrian refugees who have yet to make it out.

here in Jordan, however, the ngo director says he is happy 
to work with israelis, and the refugees are simply eager to 
be fed.

“believe me, people are hungry and it doesn’t matter. 
they are not asking where the aid comes from,” he says. 
“with the refugees, there is no problem. but the regime 

inside [syria], they blackmail them if they know they are 
supported by israel.”

outside, a line of syrian women who have left the camps 
and migrated to the city are waiting patiently for their 
own purple bags. after we finish our coffee, a few of ali’s 
employees — all of them also volunteering their time, 
working without salaries — open the doors. the women 
come flooding in, each a dark shadow in her black abaya, 
struggling to drag the packed satchels down the flight of 
stairs and onto the street. later, when we bid the ngo 
director goodbye and walk down to our van, a trail of dried 
lentils and rice kernels will crunch under our feet.

the bags, of course, are a stopgap. these women need 

a refugee at the camp near al-mafraq carries her goods. (photo credit: mickey alon)
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more than food. one of them, a 41-year-old widow 
named asma, pulls me aside and unzips her abaya to 
show a meter-long, pus-seeping gash across her belly, a 
reminder of the explosion that killed her husband and sent 
her fleeing. the ngo director takes her aside and, when 
the rest of the women have cleared out, promises to find a 
way to get her to a hospital in amman.

the Jordanian government, he says, is doing everything 
it can to help these people. but even the ngos are being 
stretched thin. refugees knock on his door at night. 
mothers come begging for meat, and milk for children 
they birthed inside tents in the camp. the coming winter, 

which some forecasters have warned will be the harshest 
to sweep through the Jordanian desert in decades, is now 
only weeks away. caravans, blankets and insulation are 
desperately needed, and the funds just don’t add up.

so when israaid reached out to the Jordanian ngo in early 
January, the director was eager to start a partnership.

“we feel like a family,” he says now. “they are nice guys, a 
very good team. we cooperate and we work honestly.”

the relationship that has blossomed, says alon, is a basic 
human friendship.

“you see a lot of americans doing humanitarian work all 
over the world. it’s a bit more complicated for israelis to 
do it,” says alon. he gestures to the shabby headquarters 
of the ngo. “it’s important for me, first of all as a human 
being, and this place allows us to do things beyond what 

the average israeli can do. we don’t come with big israeli 
flags or any political affiliation. we’re not looking at this to 
see if it is good for the syrian-israel relationship. we are 
looking only at the people we are going to work with.”

the help that israel can give these refugees, the israaid 
volunteers and the director of the international aid 
organization both say, trickles in bag by bag, donation by 
donation. and if israel’s involvement in Jordan is going to 
change political perceptions, they add, it’s going to happen 
in the same slow way.

“it’s not like we come in here and go, ‘we’re from israel!,’” 
says the director of the israaid’s partnering organization. 

“you keep your mouth shut and you do the work. and 
maybe they will ask some questions after the fact, because 
actions speak much louder than words.”

a family in the refugee camp. (photo credit: mickey alon)

a syrian boy stands amid the distribution bags, paid for by Jewish donors. (photo credit: mickey alon)

By DeBrA KAmIn

debra Kamin is an American journalist living in tel 
Aviv. she writes on a number of topics, including 
entertainment, culture, women’s issues and city 
life. her work has been published in the new york 
times, foreign policy, the Atlantic, variety, haaretz, 
the san diego Union-tribune, and others.
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February 2011. i arrived at the university of edinburgh to 
speak about my then newly-published autobiography, a 
shepherd’s Journey. as i began introducing myself to the 

full room, a group of 30 people (some students, some not), 
well-prepared with a microphone, signs, and Palestinian flags, 
began to chant various slogans, including “free Palestine!” and 
“freedom for egypt!”

i was shocked! Palestine? egypt? me? what do i have to do with 
this?

i was born to a culture in which hospitality and mutual respect 
have a nearly-sacred value – yet here at scotland’s university of 
edinburgh, my freedom of expression to share a cultural story, 
speak about a book, was suddenly at risk. this was not the 
hospitality i expected.

there was so much i could tell them – so much that they needed 
to know – about belonging to israel’s bedouin minority, about 
the ways in which those who are both arab and muslim live in a 
Jewish state. i had not gone to edinburgh to speak about politics, 
after all, but about my life!

february 2012. i returned to the uk to serve as an israeli 
diplomat, as counselor for civil society. it’s a vital position, 
one which is founded on the values that both our democratic 
countries share, focusing on the creation of new ties between 
us. true, no one says it’s easy to be a diplomat, and i believe 
that it might be particularly challenging to be an israeli diplomat. 
somehow, here in the uk, it seems that it might be impossible to 
be a bedouin muslim israeli diplomat. why?

for those who didn’t know, february 25th – march 1st was 
designated as “israel apartheid week” in uk campuses. the 
goal of the organizers was clear: it was to demonize israel, by 
comparing it to south africa’s apartheid regime. their claim is 
the Palestinian cause.

unfortunately, their campaign is misleading and serves rhetoric 
only loosely described as fact.

let me be clear: israel has a national conflict with the 
Palestinians, not a racial one based on colour, nor a religious 
conflict – it is well-known that three major world religions, 
Judaism, christianity, and islam, coexist on israeli soil. it is to 
be hoped that this national conflict will end with an independent 
Palestinian national state, democratic, and living in peace with 
israel. Palestinians are not israeli citizens.

remember that 20% of israel’s population is arab: muslim, 
christian, Druze, as well as other, still-smaller minority groups.

israel, the only democracy in the middle east, was established to 
fulfil the dream of the Jewish people. it was the un, in its 1947 
partition plan that declared the establishment of a “Jewish state,” 
not israel! that plan guaranteed its citizens, under the new 
declaration of independence, full rights without discrimination 
based on colour, ethnicity, or religion.

The 
isrAeli 

PersPeCTive 
From A 
Bedouin 
PoinT oF 
view!

here’s a fact: i am a Bedouin, Arab, 
muslim and proud israeli citizen.
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remember: there are other democracies in the world 
today in which the majority determines the country’s 
public image, its national anthem, and more. the uk itself 
(like australia and switzerland) has a cross in its flag; and 
it’s Jewish, muslim and other citizens salute the flag, and 
sing the anthem, without any complaints against these 
democratic nations.

today, as israel celebrates almost 65 years, israeli arab 
citizens are represented in every level. they are members 
of the knesset (parliament), government ministers, 
supreme court judges, ambassadors, and more. how 
then, can israel be an apartheid state if salem Jubran 
serves as supreme court judge? how can israel practice 
apartheid, if hanin Zoabi, an israeli arab woman, was 
elected to the knesset? how can azmi bishara, an israeli 
arab, run for the highest position of public service, that 
of Prime minister? how can Professor masad barhoum 
serve as Director of nahariya’s government hospital, and 
is it possible that i, a bedouin and a muslim, the writer of 
these lines, could be an israeli diplomat in london? how 
would this be possible in an apartheid state?

many people are unaware that fully 33% of the students 
at the university of haifa are arab. certainly, an apartheid 
state would not permit the employment of Professor 
wessam hayek, an internationally-renowned young 
researcher at haifa’s technion. there would be no rana 
raslan as miss israel. in every sphere of public and private 
lives, israeli citizens share equally in our rich democratic 
tradition.

Despite its positive attributes, it would be equally dishonest 
to paint israel as a utopian bastion, because like any nation, 
israel has challenges to face. there are issues which are 
uncomfortable, to say the least, about israeli arab citizens, 
who live in a country which is in a war situation with their 
“brothers and sisters” – the Palestinians in the west bank 
and gaza.

yes, israeli arabs suffer from unemployment, lack of 
infrastructure, transportation and education. much of 
this is related to their integration into israeli mainstream 
society, supported by both cultural and ethnic reasons. but 
their situation is changing and improving for the better.

by no measure can israel honestly be described as an 
apartheid state. not legally, not morally, and not by its 
government policy and legislation. i belong to the bedouin 
community, one of the most misjudged ethnic israeli 
communities.

yes, my country deals with issues of inequality and 
discrimination. i know that it is not a perfect country. 
and no, neither i nor my young fellow israeli-arab and 
Jewish countrymen, have the privilege to remark on those 
problems without attempting to contribute to a solution.

our moral responsibility is to stand up, join forces, and 
work together to make the country a better place.

then what makes us different from other countries in 
the world? why would people ban me from speaking at 

a university? to those protestors and organizers of the 
“israel apartheid week” here, i say: there are many other 
places to expend your efforts. there are homeless people 
in this country to take care of. Just drive to east london 
and you’ll find the ignorance of immigrants and other 
neglected communities. should we launch a campaign 
“islington apartheid week?” 

it is certainly your democratic right to protest, to criticize 
israel, and to call for boycotting the settlements. but don’t 
touch israel itself. there are thousands of israeli Jews 
who’d put their lives on the line to see the Palestinian state 
established and the occupation ended. sadly, your extreme 
approach and misinformed campaign against israel simply 
damages their efforts.

how do you view Israel?  A rich, vibrant young nation, 
producing nobel prize winners and “start up” companies in 
hi tech?  Well yes, this is one side, however like many other 
nations in today’s world there is another side to Israel of 
which many may not be aware.

one in four israelis - more than 1.6 million people - lives 
below the poverty line, and that’s one in three of israel’s 
children. fourteen percent of israelis aged 20 and over - 
more than half a million people - have refrained from buying 
food in the past year due to financial difficulties. nearly 19 
percent of children in israel go to bed hungry at least one 
night a week, and some 13 percent of them suffer from 
malnutrition.

but poverty is not just about food. unemployment causes a 
breakdown in the nuclear family. children drop out of school, 
and despair, illness, neglect and parental abandonment 
often follow. the road to criminal and socially dysfunctional 
behaviour is just around the corner.

there is nothing new here. the modern world is far from 
perfect.

today, it is evident that the government simply cannot 
afford to cater to the needs of an alarmingly growing 
number of needy families. as a result, ngos and private 
organizations have begun to assume the responsibilities 

once the domain of the 
state.

yad eliezer has targeted 
the most basic need of 
all - food. the largest 
anti-hunger agency in 
israel, it spends over 
$20 million each year 
to bring relief to tens of 
thousands of israelis.

originating in 1980 
in the kitchen of the weisel family of Jerusalem, the 
organization now encompasses 15 primary economic and 
social service programs. 10,000 volunteers ensure that 
overheads are minimal, hence 96 percent of donated funds 
go directly to needy families.

every month, families with sick or unemployed parents 
receive food boxes. for more than 50,000 people subsisting 
from one day to the next, this is a basic means to ward off 
total despair. then, there’s baby formula, which is delivered 
to about 2,000 babies monthly. 

the shabbat chicken program ensures that families who 
cannot afford meat throughout the week can at least enjoy 
the luxury of chicken on this one special day. special food 

packages are distributed on holidays - 
275 tons of chicken to 11,000 families for 
Passover and rosh hashanah last year 
alone.

equally unique is the unprecedented 
agreement between the organization and 
israel’s agricultural cooperatives, which 
resulted in the annual supply of nearly $1 
million worth of excess produce to needy 
families, rather than its destruction to 
maintain high food prices. in tzefat and 
tiberias, yad eliezer operates state-of-the-
art dental clinics, treating a total of 16,000 
patients each year, where children are seen 
for free and adults pay nis 20 per visit.

yad eliezer dealing 
with hunger in israel

IsmAIl KhAlDI

counsellor for civil society Affairs
embassy of Israel london
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yet yad eliezer’s philosophy is not that of a soup kitchen. 
by delivering products directly to the homes of carefully 
screened families, often using the organization’s dedicated 
fleet of refrigerated trucks, the organization aims to 
maintain family integration and parental responsibility. an 
array of programs provide short-term relief to facilitate 
long-term recovery, such as job training and adolescent 
mentoring programs - all so that the dependant can begin 
to see their route towards self-reliance.

yad eliezer’s Jack fogel orphan fund provides food, financial, 
medical and psychological assistance to orphans of terror, 
road accidents, illness and more. another emergency fund 
provides spot assistance to families facing a one-time crisis 
that would otherwise mean eviction, food deprivation, or 
total financial, medical or psychological collapse. 

yad eliezer’s goal is not only to provide for israel’s needy, 
but ultimately to break the cycle of poverty by enabling 
individuals and families to become self-sufficient and 
independent. by providing training and certification, yad 
eliezer gives people the tools to earn a living that can 
support a family, thereby giving them a life of dignity. 

employees with a basic degree can earn as much as double 
the amount that they would have made without the degree. 
it is heartbreaking to see smart and motivated students 
held back because they cannot pay tuition.

since 2004, the yad eliezer Job training Program has 
provided men and women in israel with the skills they 
need to become productive in a trade or profession. a high 
retention rate of over 90% attests to the careful screening, 
and to the persevering nature of the participants. 

but yad eliezer  are not there just for emergencies.

yad eliezer caters weddings for couples who could not 
otherwise afford to celebrate their union. brides receive 
wedding vouchers to purchase those little items that 
help transform an otherwise austere household into the 
foundation for a happy home. and through the bar mitzvah 
twinning program, children in israel who cannot even afford 
a new tallit  (prayer shawl) or tefillin  (phylacteries) are 
paired with children abroad who help sponsor the entrance 
of their less fortunate “twin” into adulthood.

throughout the world, yad eliezer volunteers collect food 
and donations, organize transport, connect their children 
with less luckier contemporaries, and help create a bond 
of communality. in israel, adults, pupils and soldiers, 
farmers, drivers and community leaders, all join together to 
distribute to the needy.

in an age where the value of money seems to be decreasing, 
where the price of food and basic goods is on the increase, 
and requests for assistance keep growing by the day, yad 
eliezer is putting the needy back on their feet so that they 
too can once again walk proudly.

for further information on yad eliezer please see their 
website www.yadeliezer.org

when i was invited on the aia 2013 study tour to israel i 
have to admit my knowledge of the region was as with 
many people, limited and muddled. now having returned 
i can say that my eyes have been opened to some of the 
complexities of both the religious and political situation in 
what is a truly amazing land. 

it may surprise you that as an anglican vicar i have never 
particularly wanted to go on a pilgrimage to the holy 
land. the reason for this is simple; over the years i have 
created images in my mind’s eye as to what the events 
and places were like as recorded in the bible, and i didn’t 
want to shatter those images by visiting a shrine or church 
reportedly built on some significant holy site.

however, i have been very interested in seeking to 
understand the religious and political tensions in that 
region, and the significance of this tiny piece of land 
whose area is similar to that of wales. it is here within this 
cauldron of chaos i found relative calm on the surface, but 
know there is much tension and mistrust just bubbling 
beneath the surface as three of the world’s major religions; 
Judaism, islam and christianity seek to somehow coexist.  

it has appeared to me that the global violence, hatred, 
and terrorism carried out in the name of religion appears 
to somehow find its roots linked to the tensions in the 
middle east and particularly the conflict between israel 
and Palestine. i remember once hearing the american 
bible commentator Jim wallace say that we can never 
defeat terrorism with weapons of war. the only solution is 
to drain the swamp that breeds the mosquitoes of hatred 
and violence. Just as there are two sides to every argument, 
there are two sides to every conflict. so when i was given the 
opportunity to be part of the 2013 study trip where we could 
hear both sides of the story i jumped at the opportunity.

on the trip we met all kinds of people and i found myself 
trying to understand the narrative of a people and a land 
with such a long history of conflict and instability. on the 
trip we met with some amazing people; israelis, arabs, 
Palestinians, Jews, muslims, and christians.

at one point we met with negotiators from the Plo in 
ramallah. they shared their pain and their sense of 
injustice at the settlements the israelis were continuing 
to build within the west bank. we heard of their desire for 
peace and willingness to accept a two state proposal. 

later we met with a spokesman for the israeli Prime 
minister’s office who told us that they didn’t believe that a 
two state solution negotiated today would last. he talked 
about the time bomb they were sitting on with the birth-
rate in gaza being the third highest in the world. 

he also shared how in the west there was a growing pro-
Palestinian, anti-israeli rhetoric being adopted by the 
media in britain. this was something i hadn’t noticed 
myself, but since returning home i can concur at times this 
may well be true. indeed, if i am honest as i travelled to 
israel i took with me a slightly pro-Palestinian anti-israeli 
stance myself. 

but something changed my view of this during the trip. as 
we stood on top of the golan heights and looked out over 
Jordan, syria and just over a mountain peak was lebanon 
suddenly it dawned on me just how precarious the nation of 
israel is. earlier in the week we had been on the border of 
egypt and gaza, and now i could see something of what it 
must feel like for israel to be surrounded by islamic states 
and regimes. for the first time, i realised why israel feels 
the need to respond to any threats with decisive action. 

as we travelled and met with various people i found myself 
asking whether this was a problem that could ever be 
solved, or whether it was a tension that simply had to be 
managed. People with far greater understanding than me 
have tried to find a solution but when there are equal and 
opposite views it seems to me that a “solution” is very 
unlikely to be found. but if a solution is not possible, well 
then this has to be a tension to be managed, which in effect 
is what is happening today in israel. 

i did however see one particular thing that gave a ray 
of hope. we visited a factory in the west bank run by an 
israeli settler. in the factory he employed both israelis 
and Palestinians and they could clearly work together and 
i couldn’t help wonder if there was ever a possibility that 
through such entrepreneurial thinking a sense of common 
purpose may be found. call me naive, but i cannot help but 
wonder if this might be the only way forward for lasting 
peace.     

as a result of this trip i can say that my eyes have been 
opened and my views have changed. i have found myself 
much more sympathetic towards the vulnerability of israel 
but still feeling for the Palestinian people too. as a christian 
i believe that all people are precious to god, and for this 
reason i will pray for god to bring about peace in this holy 
land. 

rev. richard Poole (st. andrew’s church, furnace green, 
crawley)

  

A tour with a 
difference

Crowe Clark Whitehill’s 
Private Client team 
wishes the Anglo-Israel 
Association well for their 
64th Annual Dinner.

www.croweclarkwhitehill.co.uk
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freedom of 
speech on 
cAmpUses - not 
for IsrAelIs
By frank furedi

a couple of years ago a group of us organised 
a conference on the ‘science of parenting’ at 
our institution, the university of kent. two 

weeks before the opening of the conference, one 
of my colleagues received a phone call from one of 
the speakers, who expressed her astonishment that 
amongst the participants were two israeli speakers. to 
be precise, she did not merely express astonishment at 
our misguided error and insensitivity to her feelings. she 
immediately issued an ultimatum to us that declared that 
we either cancel our invitation to the israeli academics 
or she would be forced to withdraw from what would be 
a morally tainted conference. thankfully, my colleague 
responded by telling the anti-israel zealot that we still 
believed in academic freedom and therefore she should 
take her censorious moral gesture elsewhere. 

what struck me and my colleague as particularly 
troublesome  about this incident was not so much the call 
for cancelling an invitation issued to colleagues but the 
causal manner with which the entire case for academic 
freedom was dismissed as not relevant for israelis. 
During the past decade israel has become an all-purpose 
target for a variety of disparate and confused causes 
on british campuses. given the amount of energy and 
resources that are invested in promoting hostility to israel 
on campuses one would think that there are literally no 
other global problems facing humanity. it is as if the very 
word israel can breath life into an otherwise complacent 
campus culture. at union meetings, members and 
activists often switch off and go through the motion of 
feigning an interest in the proceedings. that is until the 
predictable motion calling for the boycott of israel is read 
out. at that point many members become animated and 
express strong views about a subject that they know very 
little about. and since it is okay to condemn and demonize 
israel some members feel that this issue provides a safe 
outlet for expressing their pent-up frustration.

the origins of the contemporary demonization of israel 
have little to do with events in the middle east. it is 
difficult to argue that israel today is any worse or better 
than it was 40 or 50 years ago. yet until relatively recently 
the relationship between israelis and Palestinians was 
of marginal significance on british campuses. what has 
changed is the political culture that prevails in british 
universities. 

one important change has been the growth in the 
numbers of muslim students in universities. on many 
campuses the islamic society  is likely to be one of the 
largest groups and they exercise a degree of influence 

over campus life. members of these societies are 
understandably drawn towards the Palestinian cause and 
are therefore deeply hostile to israel. the expression of 
such sentiments has converged with another important 
development, which is the transformation of left-wing 
campus groups from a focus on social justice to that of 
identity politics. from this perspective israelis are not 
simply a people but individuals whose western identity 
and association with modernity makes them convenient 
populist targets. one of my young colleagues who 
teaches media studies in a london-based university was 
taken aback during a seminar discussion when some of 
her students insisted that since all the banks are owned 
by Jews, israel was responsible for the current global 
financial crisis. according to this outlook israel serves 
as a symbol of malevolence and imperceptibly the old 
themes of judeophobia merge with the current fantasy of 
israel as the singular evil confronting the world.

when i hear the words ‘they’ and ‘those people’ my ears 
prick up. this rhetoric speaks to a sensibility that morally 
distances ‘them’ from the rest of humanity.

the unique power ascribed to the american Jewish 
lobby provides the rationale for the differential 
treatment accorded to israel and israelis. implicitly and 
sometime explicitly israel is charged with the burden of 
responsibility for a variety of disconnected evils such as 
forcing the us to invade iraq, causing the financial crisis 
or destabilising the middle east. at a time of moral and 
intellectual confusion a simplistic story about a powerful 
force of evil has become internalised by activists in 
search of a cause.

Academic freedom

unfortunately the convergence of islamic hostility to 
israel with western identity politics has occurred in a 
context where the values associated with free speech 
and academic freedom are not taken seriously on british 
campuses.

it is difficult not to feel dispirited about the lack of 
academic affirmation for free speech on british 
campuses. many lecturers fervently believe in the 
importance of academic freedom for themselves while 
indifferent to the predicament faced by their colleagues. 
others are very selective about whose academic freedom 
they take seriously. so some academics took strong 
exception to the government’s demand that we monitor 
the activities of radical muslim groups on campuses. they 
rightly interpreted this as an attempt to curb free speech 
and close down discussion. but, sadly, their objection 
was not always inspired by a genuine conviction that 
freedom of speech is a fundamental principle that must 
be defended in all circumstances. in too many cases, uk 
academics have a selective and pragmatic approach to 
the right of free speech. some who insist that banning 
radical islamic groups from speaking in university 
campuses represents a violation of academic freedom or 
the right to free speech also argue that such rights should 
not be extended to israelis. call it inconsistency or double 
standard but the selective approach towards the freedom 
of speech speaks to a dishonest culture of hypocrisy that 
regards freedom as a negotiable commodity.

as an academic i have no problem with colleagues who 

are anti-Zionists or anti-israeli. in a democratic university 
everyone is entitled to hold views that some regard as 
erroneous as well as the right to express them. what i 
find particularly objectionable is the illiberal sentiment 
that seeks to silence voices with which it disagrees. what 
these intolerant critics of israel are saying, in effect, 
is that the promotion of the cause of Palestine is too 
important to be constrained by the ethos of democratic 
debate. from this standpoint, academic freedom is a 
negotiable commodity; a right that can be denied 
to those deemed worthy of punishment. in this 
case israeli academics are punished for who 
they are rather than what they have done.

consistency is not always a virtue, 
but it is an absolute necessity when it 
comes to fundamental principles of 
democratic rights. academic freedom 
cannot be exercised selectively without 
undermining its authority. Punishing 
colleagues through denying them their 
rights does not merely affect them, it 
also undermines the authority of academic 
freedom and therefore has a negative impact 
on everyone who works in a university. after 
the events of the past century everyone should 
know that curbing the freedom of those with 
whom we disagree always creates a dangerous 
precedent.

the best way of countering attacks on free 
speech on campuses is to promote more 
speech. calls for boycott and censorship 
should be countered with initiatives that 
provide more opportunities for issues to 
do with the middle east to be clarified. 
that requires that academics take their 
freedoms more seriously and stand up to 
be counted. in far too many universities 
students hear only one side of the 
argument. they need to hear the classic 
arguments for tolerance, free speech and 
academic freedom in order to grasp the 
corrosive impact on campus life of the 
boycott israel crusade.   
   

frank furedi emeritus Professor of 
sociology at the university of kent’s 
school of social Policy, sociology 
and social research, commentator 
and author of culture of fear, where 
have all the intellectuals gone?, 
Paranoid Parenting, therapy culture, 
and on tolerance: in Defence of moral 
independence.

associate, centre for Parenting culture 
studies, university of kent

visiting Professor, institute of risk and 
Disaster reduction, university college 
london.
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so far this year, making 2013 a record year for israeli high 
tech exits.  given such enviable returns, and with israel 
boasting a robust and resilient economy that was able to 
weather the 2008 credit-crunch storm, this country’s start-
up sector would seem to be a wise and potentially lucrative 
investment.

in a further doff of the cap to israel’s talent for technological 
innovation, global technology firms such as google, 
microsoft, apple, facebook and intel for example, have all 
chosen to establish r&D centres in israel. given the envious 
track record for successful innovation, the presence of 
these multinationals – in addition to the investment from 
vcs – is hardly surprising, and serves as a clear recognition 
of israel’s competitive advantage.  indeed, the 2013 world 
competitiveness report (wcr), published by the world 
economic forum, described israel with the following: 

the country’s main strengths remain its world-
class capacity for innovation (3rd), which rests on 
highly innovative businesses that benefit from the 
presence of the world’s best research institutions 
geared toward the needs of the business sector. 
israel’s excellent innovation capacity, which is 
supported by the government’s public procurement 
policies, is reflected in the country’s high number of 
patents (4th). its favourable financial environment, 
particularly evident in the ease of access to venture 
capital (3rd), has contributed to making israel an 
innovation powerhouse.

many examples of the innovation to which the wcr refers, 
continue to play large parts in our everyday lives. it is 
difficult to imagine life without the usb memory stick, 
instant messaging, the firewall and the secure data links 
that enable banking transactions to take place. there are 
many other similar examples.

on 12 august 2013, the guardian newspaper featured 
an article that noted another of israel’s most important 
partnerships, from which these examples (and many more 
besides) have developed – the partnership between industry 
and the israel Defence forces.  in this article, the newspaper 
highlighted a number of successful israeli solutions, each 
of which has been the brainchild of one (or more) alumnus 
of the iDf’s unit 8200 – an israeli intelligence corps unit 
responsible for collecting signal intelligence and code 
decryption. 

israeli high-tech entrepreneurs, reapplying their army-
honed skills and expertise to new challenges, they have 
almost literally “beaten their swords into ploughshares” 
and developed a new generation of products an example of 
which being waze, the crowd sourced navigational app that 
was recently bought by google for approximately $1 billion. 

in the process of establishing itself as a world leader in 
so many technological spheres and industries, israel has 
developed another partnership, one that has helped to 
export its talents to destinations and markets far beyond 
its own shores.  international trade partnerships are the 
lifeblood of any country’s economy and quite often, in this 
age of increased globalisation, a bilateral trade partnership 
with its ensuing economic incentives can contribute to more 

profound cultural or political exchanges, which in turn leads 
to deeper understandings and the creation of more all-
encompassing and lasting partnerships between nations.

israel and the uk have such a partnership. moreover, 
in recent years, one of the most striking elements to the 
israel-uk partnership is how the bilateral trade figures 
have increased by staggering amounts.  in the ten years 
leading to 2012, bilateral trade between israel and uk more 
than doubled to usD 5.2 billion, (excluding diamonds and 
services).  the latest set of figures released by the israel 
central bureau of statistics show that 2013 is on course 
for further increases; in the first half of 2013, exports from 
israel to the uk increased by 16.9% on the same period for 
2012, and bilateral trade increased by 7.9% over the same 
period.  

as things currently stand, the uk is israel’s fourth largest 
overall trading partner and their second largest export 
market.  however, this partnership is not just inward facing.  
as a world leader in many aspects of the global market, 
the uk is a gateway for israeli companies to access other 
european and international markets.  in turn, uk businesses 
are keen to draw on israeli innovation and utilise new 
technologies to gain a competitive advantage in the face of 
constantly changing client expectations.  the international 
collaborations extend to academia with the recently signed 
memorandum of understanding between the university of 
manchester and the technion-israel institute of technology 
further evidence of the technological and r&D partnership 
between the two countries.

both the british and israeli diplomatic missions have 
teams dedicated to exploring new ways to strengthen this 
partnership.  they focus on encouraging capital flow in both 
directions to stimulate the development of innovative ideas 
and they place a strong emphasis on increasing awareness 
of israel-uk technology opportunities among policy makers 
and business leaders alike. 

over the past six years, i have focused our efforts in 
continuing to develop these partnerships.  working together 
with the british government, i have joined officials such as 
the rt hon David willetts mP and Prime minister David 
cameron’s senior policy adviser, rohan silva, leading 
business delegations to israel.  having taken numerous 
senior executives on these trade missions over the years, 
we have been able to introduce uk companies to the 
latest developments in israeli technologies and ultimately 
enhancing the israel-uk trade relationship.

there are countless more examples of this bilateral 
partnership in action and over the next few years, with even 
greater interest in new israeli technologies, the israel-uk 
partnership will present both countries with new business 
opportunities that will undoubtedly have a positive effect on 
the growth of both economies.  

Britain and israel are inextricably linked by a profound 
and intimate history. common values and shared 
ideals have developed circumstance and a fledgling 

relationship into the close bond and firm friendship 
that we now enjoy.  however, beyond the dazzling lights 
of the political circus, one can also clearly see a close 
and compelling partnership between britain and israel, 
specifically in business and trade, where both countries 
recognising their partner’s strengths, seek to use it to 
encourage and enhance their own potential.

in truth, the idea of growth through partnerships is 
nothing new to the state of israel. it is something that 
israeli industries have long since relied upon.  with limited 
natural resources, israel quickly turned to the potential 
of its human resource. based partly on the diversity of its 
citizens, israel sought to cultivate and develop the skills-
base and expertise of its people to the fullest. this helped 
to build up the young country and has since developed into 
the entrepreneurial spirit, the products of which are highly 
sought after throughout the world.

one of the most notable partnerships in israel is that 
between industry and academia.  this partnership ensures 
that new talent has access to their industry of choice. this 

in turn secures a steady influx of new ideas, and indeed 
new companies, which have become some of the most 
competitive in the world market.  the rewards of this 
particular alliance have thus far benefited not just the 
people of israel but the world over, with israel having made 
a number of extraordinary breakthroughs in the fields of 
economics and chemistry. in the last ten years alone, no 
less than six israelis have been awarded the nobel Prize for 
achievements in these fields. israel’s government is solidly 
committed to backing civilian r&D projects to the tune of 
4.5% of the country’s annual gDP which places israel as the 
number one country in the world for r&D as a percentage 
of gDP.

the government also encourages the country’s 
entrepreneurial spirit by providing start-ups with micro 
loans (currently averaging $85,000), repayable upon the 
company turning a profit. if the company folds then the 
loan is written off in its entirety.  then add in to the mix 
the support israeli companies receive from global and 
domestic vcs, who pumped in a total of $1.9 billion to the 
israeli start-up scene in 2012.  in fact, there is more venture 
capital investment per capita in israel than anywhere else 
in the world.  in the first 8 months of 2013 alone, high tech 
deals involving israeli companies have totalled $4.9 billion 

partnership

growth
through

dAnIel sAUnders
chief of staff, trade & economic affairs
embassy of israel, london
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helping 
b o s t o n ’ s 

medical centers become 
better prepared for mcis.

Dr. Paul biddinger of mass general’s emergency 
department was quoted as saying that the hospital 
implemented halpern’s suggestions regarding triage, site 
security, reassessment and coordination among medical 
specialists. other hospitals also used the israelis’ advice to 
sharpen their disaster response procedures.

“the [hospital administrators] asked for meetings, 
discussions, lectures and training because they felt 
they were not optimally prepared, and we have so much 
experience on the ground,” says halpern, who also led 
training at hospitals in seattle, florida and new york in 
areas such as identifying, classifying and treating wounds 
typical in bomb attacks.

“they were smart enough to learn and prepare beforehand,” 
says halpern. “fortunately, the [boston marathon] event 
occurred at midday, and close to the concentration of 
hospitals, which already were in a state of readiness for 
possible marathon injuries.”

PeACe PriZe For ArAB-isrAel mediCAl TeAm.

eli beer and murad alyan win a $10,000 prize for peace 
for their work leading an israeli all-volunteer emergency 

response organization. 

Despite what is usually written in the world’s press about 
discord between Jews and arabs, in Jerusalem there is 
a different story. the close friendship between beer, a 
religious Jew working in real estate, and alyan, a religious 
muslim working as a registered nurse and medical 
translator, began in 2007 when alyan approached beer about 
extending united hatzalah’s neighborhood-based services  

  
 

   
 to largely arab east 

Jerusalem. he recruited the first 34 
volunteers for the unit, and now oversees more 

than 100.

both had been involved in voluntary emergency response 
since the late 1980s and knew that ambulances from israel’s 
national magen David adom often get delayed because of 
traffic, security checkpoints and unmarked streets in some 
areas. having a crew of local volunteers ready to respond 
by foot, moped or cycle, until further help arrives, has cut 
initial response time to three minutes at most.

“we’ve been doing this for over 20 years and that’s why 
we overcome anything that could be a barrier to our 
relationship. and the same goes for our volunteers, who 
come from different sectors — haredi [ultra-orthodox], 
settlers, secular, arabs. they all love saving lives and that’s 
what connects us.” says beer

alyan adds, “People think that peace is only for politicians. 
we save lives with no political agenda or opinions. this can 
lead to peace. you can do it anywhere.”

in fact, beer says, a united hatzalah team is soon travelling 
to new Delhi to help establish its model there. “we’re going 
to start a process in india of having people of different 
cultures and religions saving lives together, just like in 
israel.”

The inTernATionAl AsTronAuTiC 
FederATion Chooses JerusAlem For iTs 
2015 AnnuAl ConvenTion.

the prestigious international space conference will be 
held in Jerusalem in 2015, thanks to a winning bid by 
the israel space agency. the conference is the world’s 
largest gathering on space and will bring more than 3,000 
researchers and scientists to israel’s capital city.

the international astronautical federation (iaf) announced 
Jerusalem as the venue during its congress meeting in 
italy.  other hosting bids came from turkey, thailand and 
mexico.

d r . 
PinChAs 

hAlPern’s AdviCe 
To BosTon hosPiTAls on 

mAss CAsuAlTy inCidenTs wAs one oF 
The FACTors in Their suCCessFul hAndling 
oF APril 15 CAsuAlTies.

Dr. Pinchas halpern: “we are interested in each other’s 
well-being.”

israeli critical care specialist Dr. Pinchas halpern is used 
to dealing with terror attacks. it’s not a familiarity that 
most doctors would wish to achieve, but as director of 
emergency medicine at tel aviv’s sourasky medical center 
since 1993, halpern has had no choice but to become an 
expert on mass casualties.

it’s no surprise, then, that in the wake of the boston 
marathon bombings, when three people were killed and 
another 282 injured, he was one of the first people us 
doctors treating the severely wounded victims at beth 
israel Deaconess medical center called to discuss the 
logistics of handling casualties of the horrific attack.

Just one year earlier, halpern had spent a few weeks at the 
hospital’s emergency department as a visiting professor, 
sharing his experience with terror attacks, including best 
practices for mobilizing hospital staff in response to a mass 
disaster.

halpern maintains that “boston has one of the best 
medical systems – perhaps the best — in the world,” but 
israeli expertise is considered second to none in organizing 
hospitals’ methods of response to a multiple casualty 
incident (mci). and that is what his colleagues called him 
to talk over.

“we have ongoing discussions about that,” he says, 
“because we are interested in each other’s well-being.”

halpern has been training us medical 
personnel for many years. several years 
ago, he was part of a harvard university 
and us government-sponsored project 
that brought Jewish and arab israeli 
physicians and nurses to give two-day 
training sessions on emergency care 
and the management of sudden-onset 
localized events, such as terror attacks, at 
boston’s brigham and women’s hospital 

and massachusetts general – which also 
received many of the marathon casualties.

“the medical aspects of managing patients are simpler 
than the logistics, and this is what we specialize in,” he 
says. “you may have personnel who are good at treating 
but do not have the knowledge to prepare for and take 
command of mci situations.”

while israeli hospitals have had ample opportunity to fine-
tune these procedures through years of war and terror 
attacks, particularly the difficult second intifada years when 
the nation was hit by a string of bombings – in 2002 alone 
there were more than 50 suicide bombings — halpern 
explains that major trauma generally accounts for a small 
portion of emergency medicine, perhaps 1.5 percent of the 
entire patient load.

“we have a very streamlined way of deciding what is an 
mci, and emptying the eD [emergency department] for 
those casualties through very efficient procedures,” says 
halpern, whose most recent experience with an mci was 
a bus bombing near the hospital that wounded about 30 
people in november last year.

“we have procedures for calling personnel for small, 
medium and large events, involving 50 to 200 persons. we 
have good communication systems and methods for triage 
and assigning patients to beds. we have a complex list of 
the sequence of events that have to happen.”

much has been written about israeli connections to the 
medical treatment of boston bombing victims.

the president and emergency department director at beth 
israel Deaconess are both israeli-born, israeli-educated 
physicians. Dr. David spector, on staff at tufts medical 
center, where 18 victims were rushed from the horrific 
scene, was formerly a surgeon at tel aviv sourasky medical 
center and served in the air force’s airborne rescue and 
evacuation unit.

halpern and other israeli doctors have been credited with 

Press...
in the

eli beer and murad alyan are united by their 
passion for saving lives. Photo courtesy of united 
hatzalah of israel

israel is one 
of only eight 
nations in the 
world to launch 
an indigenous 
satellite into 
space. (Photo: 
sivan farag)
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the largest body in the world in the field of space, the 
iaf comprises 250 member organizations and aims 
at advancing space know-how and the development of 
products by encouraging international cooperation. it hosts 
an annual event every october in a different country.

in choosing israel, the federation mentioned the 
academic space research performed in israel and the vast 
government support in hosting the convention.

israel is one of only eight nations in the world to launch  an 
indigenous satellite into space and the government keeps a 
chunk of the budget for its space activities in research and 
development.

“i’m delighted to have our great efforts of bringing the 
convention to Jerusalem proved successful,” said Prof. 
Daniel herskovits, minister of science and technology. 
“israel belongs to an exclusive club of about 10 countries 
in the world that have all capabilities in space – producing 
satellites, launching them and communicating with them. 
we may be small, but israel is a power in space research”.

space scientists, isa officials and industrial leaders will 
attend the event and learn about the latest innovations and 
discuss space policies.

“israel being elected to host the conference comes to show 
its increased international reorganization as a space power, 
and would have a tremendous effect on the israeli space 
industry,” said Prof. itzhak ben israel, head of the israeli 
space agency.

every year the international ilan ramon space conference 
is held in herziliya, organized by the fisher institute, the 
israel space agency and the israel ministry of science and 
technology. the meeting is a living tribute to israel’s first 
astronaut, the late colonel ilan ramon, who perished with 
his colleagues on the space shuttle columbia on february 
1st 2003. nasa administrator charles bolden says “this 
conference commemorates the amazing life of ilan ramon 
by fostering co-operation among nations”.  

the great success story since that tragedy has been the 
international space station (iss), a research laboratory that 
has been visited by astronauts from 15 countries. “the iss 
is our toe hold to the rest of the solar system,” bolden said. 
“it is a tangible symbol of unprecedented international co-
operation.” the israel space agency announced they are 
in talks with the international space agencies to place an 
israeli astronaut on the international space station in the 
coming years. this news was welcomed by bolden who 
stated that “israel is one of the anchors of co-operation 
with nasa, along with several other countries.

israel’s space industry specializes in specific areas, 
including miniaturisation and communication technologies. 
israeli activity in the study of space began in the 1960’s with 
academic research. in 1983, the israeli space agency was 
established, and five years later, israel launched its first 
satellite – ogeq-1 – a reconnaissance satellite developed 
and built in israel. today, israel has launched 13 locally 
made satellites into space.

isrAeli ProF Arieh wArshel shAres 2013 
noBel PriZe in ChemisTry

israeli professor arieh warshel won the nobel Prize for 
chemistry, along with Professors martin karplus and 

michael levitt “for the development of multiscale models 
for complex chemical systems”. 

warshel is a Distinguished Professor of chemistry and 
biochemistry at the university of southern california.

he was born in 1940 in kibbutz sde nahum, and after 
serving in the israeli army (where he was a captain), he 
attended the technion, where he received his bsc degree 
in chemistry in 1966. he earned both msc and PhD degrees 
in chemical Physics (in 1967 and 1969, respectively), at the 
weizmann institute of science.

Tel Aviv universiTy ProFessor shAres 
noBel PriZe in PhysiCs

françois englert, 80, a belgian holocaust survivor, wins 
prestigious prize with Peter higgs

Physicists françois englert of belgium and Peter higgs 
of britain won the 2013 nobel Prize in physics for their 
discovery of the higgs particle. 

englert, 80, is a sackler Professor by special appointment 
in the school of Physics and astronomy at tel aviv 
university.

Ambassador Prosor’s condolence letter on 
hearing about the passing of richard Beeston, 

Foreign editor of The Times.

belgian physicist francois englert, left, and british physicist Peter 
higgs, right, at the european organization for nuclear research 
(cern) in meyrin near geneva, switzerland, on wednesday, July 4, 
2012. (photo credit: aP Photo/keystone/martial trezzini)
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israeli innovations
hebrew-speaking guide dogs
the israel guide Dog centre for the blind is the only one 
place on earth where guide dogs are trained to respond 
to hebrew commands and react appropriately to uniquely 
israeli physical environments (like concrete barriers on the 
sidewalk).

until former paratrooper noach braun and his wife orna 
opened the non-profit training centre in 1991, blind israelis 
had to travel to the us to get a dog – and they had to be 
fluent in english. having a local alternative is much less 
stressful, because during the three weeks of instruction 
at the centre’s beit oved campus south of tel aviv, family 
and friends can visit. centre personnel help each applicant 
acquaint the new guide dog with the home and work 
environments.

A breakthrough in cartilage regeneration

in a groundbreaking advance, a novel israeli implant 
provides a scaffold for the body to regenerate true joint-
protecting cartilage.

if you get a cut, break a bone or scrape an elbow, your 
bloodstream brings the injury all the necessary nutrients 
for healing. but if your cartilage gets damaged, you’re 
out of luck. this flexible soft tissue that cushions joints – 
especially in the knee – has no blood vessels and therefore 
little ability to heal itself.

however, a privately held israeli medical device company 
is now offering a safe and effective, novel off-the-shelf 

cartilage regeneration solution in a global market worth an 
estimated $1.6 billion annually.

cartiheal’s trademarked agili-c can be implanted in a 
single-step arthroscopic procedure. in clinical studies, it 
was shown to regenerate true hyaline cartilage (the most 
abundant type of cartilage in the human body) after six 
months.

founder and ceo nir altschuler explains that this is a 
breakthrough in the field — the “holy grail” in orthopaedics 
— because other experimental treatments generate only 
“hyaline-like” cartilage, which is actually a non-lasting 
fibrous tissue rather than the real deal.

“our clinical results, to date, confirm rapid cartilage and 
bone formation, as clearly visible on mris and X-rays,” says 
altschuler. “Patients are reporting significant improvement 
in pain level and return to normal function, including 
sports.”

the implant has earned the european union’s ce mark 
of approval, and the company is currently running post-
marketing clinical studies at leading centres in europe.

the first patient to receive agili-c was a 47-year-old 
slovenian man, a former athlete whose knee cartilage was 
damaged due to a volleyball injury six years before the June 
2011 surgery. unable to enjoy sports, he suffered on and off 
from knee swelling and pain.

six months after receiving the agili-c implant, the 
patient was on the ski slopes. a year from his surgery, he 
completed a 180k cycling marathon, according to company 
officials.

“the X-ray and mri images are promising,” says altschuler. 
“at six months you can see signs of cartilage formation and 
at a year it is nearly fully regenerated. the newly formed 
cartilage is hyaline cartilage, the body’s native cartilage, 
distinguished by its specific type of collagen.”

cardboard bike is a ‘game changer’ in Africa
a bicycle made almost entirely of cardboard has the 
potential to change transportation habits from the world’s 
most congested cities to the poorest reaches of africa, its 
israeli inventor says.

izhar gafni, 50, is an expert in designing automated mass-
production lines. he is an amateur cycling enthusiast 
who for years toyed with an idea of making a bicycle from 
cardboard.

he told reuters during a recent demonstration that after 
much trial and error, his latest prototype has now proven 
itself and mass production will begin in a few months.

“i was always fascinated by applying unconventional 
technologies to materials and i did this on several 
occasions. but this was the culmination of a few things that 
came together. i worked for four years to cancel out the 

surgeons do not need complex training 
to learn how to use BioWeld1.

Israeli inventor Izhar gafni poses for a photo with his 
cardboard bicycle in moshav Ahituv, central Israel  
photo: reUters

cartiheal’s cartilage regeneration solution could 
save many patients from joint replacement surgery. 

corrugated cardboard’s weak structural points,” gafni said.

“making a cardboard box is easy and it can be very strong 
and durable, but to make a bicycle was extremely difficult 
and i had to find the right way to fold the cardboard in 
several different directions. it took a year and a half, with 
lots of testing and failure until i got it right.” 

once the shape has been formed and cut, the cardboard is 
treated with a secret concoction made of organic materials 
to give it its waterproof and fireproof qualities. in the final 
stage, it is coated with lacquer paint for appearance.

in testing the durability of the treated cardboard, gafni said 
he immersed a cross-section in a water tank for several 
months and it retained all its hardened characteristics.

once ready for production, the bicycle will include no metal 
parts, even the brake mechanism and the wheel and pedal 
bearings will be made of recycled substances, although 
gafni said he could not yet reveal those details due to 
pending patent issues.

gafni owns several top-of-the-range bicycles which he said 
are worth thousands of dollars each, but when his own 
creation reaches mass production, it should cost no more 
than about $20 (£12.50) to buy. the cost of materials used is 
estimated at $9 per unit.

a ride on the prototype was quite stiff, but generally no 
different to other ordinary basic bikes.

nimrod elmish, gafni’s business partner, said cardboard 
and other recycled materials could bring a major change 
in current production norms because grants and rebates 
would only be given for local production and there would 
be no financial benefits by making bicycles in cheap labour 
markets.

“this is a real game changer. it changes ... the way products 
are manufactured and shipped, it causes factories to be 
built everywhere instead of moving production to cheaper 
labour markets, everything that we have known in the 
production world can change,” he said.

elmish said initial production was set to begin in israel in 
months on three bicycle models and a wheelchair and they 
will be available to purchase within a year.

“in six months we will have completed planning the first 
production lines for an urban bike which will be assisted 
by an electric motor, a youth bike which will be a 2/3 size 
model for children in africa, a balance bike for youngsters 
learning to ride, and a wheelchair that a non-profit 

organisation wants to build with our technology for africa,” 
he said.

the bicycles are not only very cheap to make, they are very 
light and do not need to be adjusted or repaired, the solid 
tyres that are made of reconstituted rubber from old car 
tyres will never get a puncture, elmish said.

gafni said “we are just at the beginning and from here my 
vision is to see cardboard replacing metals ... and countries 
that right now don’t have the money, will be able to benefit 
from so many uses for this material,” 

operations without scars?

women giving birth by caesarean section could be the first 
to benefit from a revolutionary israeli invention for closing 
surgical incisions without stitches or staples. the technique 
also promises to leave patients less prone to infection and 
scarring. bioweld1, a unique trademarked product from 
israeli start-up ion med, welds surgical incisions using cold 
plasma. 

Plasma is a gas in which a certain proportion of the particles 
are ionized. it has been shown to offer manifold benefits 
including tissue welding, control of bleeding, enhancement 
of tissue repair, disinfection and destruction of cancer cells. 
however, plasma has enjoyed a limited role in surgery due 
to the high temperatures it creates and resulting harmful 
effects on body tissue. ion med’s scientists found a way to 
make use of cold plasma as the power behind the bioweld1.

the procedure takes a few minutes, seals the area 
completely, leaves minimal scarring or painful stitches, 
and does not require complex training. 

“no one has done this before — and more than that, the 
platform of cold plasma is a technology that is not available 
in medicine yet,” says ronen lam, ionmed’s co-founder and 
vice president for business development. “we will probably 
be the first.”

 the company anticipates receiving the ce mark of approval 
in europe by the end of the year. after closing its next 
financial round, ion med would then look into beginning 
trials in europe and in the united states toward getting 
approval of the us food and Drug administration (fDa) and 
launching its next cold plasma-based product. 

“tissue reconnection has been done for thousands of years 
with sutures, and in recent years with staples and glues,” 
says lam. “it is time for something new in this traditional 
market, and that’s why we decided to start here.” 

the company’s three clinical trials, which have so far 
focused on closure of caesarean section incisions, showed 
bioweld1 to be excellent for sealing the incision and 
promoting healing and tissue disinfection, lam reports. 
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it also has potential for reducing hospitalization and 
operating room usage.

“we are focusing on the caesarean section first, because 
we found it will be the easiest path to market due to the 
importance of achieving a superior cosmetic result while 
reducing time in the operating room,” says lam. 

“we are in the midst of strategic discussions right now 
in order to chart our next application. areas under 
consideration include external closure in plastic surgery, 
treatment of chronic wounds as well as internal applications 
in abdominal, thoracic and colorectal surgery.” 

skycure has it covered!
a hacker sitting just a table away could be hopping onto 
your device as you check your email, but israel’s skycure 
has you covered.

the participants at the Devcon conference in tel aviv didn’t 
see it coming. they thought they were there to hear a 
lecture by yair amit and adi sharabani, co-founders of the 
israeli startup skycure, on the topic of mobile security. the 
setting was altogether ordinary: conference room, screen, 
projector, PowerPoint.

and then, one by one, members of the audience discovered 
that their smart phones and tablets were being hacked 
in real time – in plain sight. their screens were suddenly 
swiping without their control; emails were being written 
without permission; apps opened and photos changed.

amit and sharabani were the benign perpetrators and no 
data was stolen or deleted. still, the audience learned an 
unforgettable lesson about just how vulnerable mobile 
networks can be.

as horrifying as watching your phone go haywire under 
some hacker’s control can be, the real danger is what lies 
beyond: the corporate network. and mobile devices are the 
ideal gateway in.

it once was that employees would be forced to use 
equipment their company gave them — a blackberry or 
an ibm thinkPad. but these days, there’s a growing trend 

dubbed byoD, “bring your own Device,” where employees 
are increasingly unwilling to part with their personal 
mobile devices and their bosses are begrudgingly acceding, 
hooking them up to the company’s network.

and that’s where trouble begins. because you know what 
else is trying to hook up to that network? all manner 
of viruses, malware, and malicious agents. and they’ve 
found the perfect entry point: your phone. the venue? the 
innocuous coffee shop.

you see, when you connect your mobile device to the wifi at 
the local starbucks, that network may not be as secure or 
encrypted as the one in the office or even your password-
protected system at home. a hacker sitting just a table 
away could be hopping onto your device as you check your 
email or browse for last night’s sports scores – just like the 
skycure duo demonstrated at Devcon. then, when you plug 
back in at the office, it’s off to the races.

mobile firewall

“everyone knows that hackers can alter your data and 
steal your personality,” explains cto amit. “but what’s less 
known is that this is a great way to penetrate the corporate 
network as well.”

the answer, according to amit, is the creation of a “mobile 
firewall” that does for phones and tablets what the long-
established firewalls have for years provided to protect 
corporations’ computer assets.

“firewall” is an imprecise term, amit insists. a “hybrid 
security” system might be more accurate, in that there 
are components on both the phone and on the company’s 
network to block intruders.

israel has a well-known reputation around the world as a 
leader in the computer security space. israeli powerhouse 
checkpoint is still the reigning king of the security titans 
and was one of israel’s first international software start-
ups successes. all that helps, when skycure knocks on 
corporate doors.

“yes, it’s challenging to enter big markets like the us and 
europe,” amit admits. “but in the field of security, there is 
recognition that israel’s technology expertise is valuable.”

if you’re thinking at this point, “i want one of those,” you’re 
slightly out of luck. skycure will be selling its technology 
to enterprises only. the company is talking with potential 
clients now, mostly in the financial services area. Pricing 
might be a one-time fee or a monthly license.

while skycure has so far mostly flown under the radar, it 
did receive quite a bit of media attention earlier in 2012 
when its founders “exposed” a practice at linkedin that 
was putting users’ data at risk. linkedin, it seems, was 
uploading its members’ calendar data from their mobile 
phones to linkedin’s servers in order to share meeting 
information and synchronize schedules.

the problem was that linkedin was doing it without asking 
for its millions of mobile app users’ permission. the story 
shot across the blogosphere. “we worked with linkedin 
to improve the way their app behaved,” amit says. today, 
users have full control over what gets shared.

while linkedin’s security mishap was more 
misunderstanding than malicious, it’s all part of the 
skycure mission: keeping the mobile world hacker free and 
safe for corporate employees to byoD.

Israeli innovation develops ways to handle 
global shortage of drinking water.
for many people, a glass of water seems like such a simple 
thing. but if forecasts are correct that the demand for 
drinking water will exceed supply by 40 percent within the 
next two decades, it could become a prized commodity.

and while dozens of water technology innovation companies 
are working to close the supply-demand gap, israel’s 
advanced mem-tech may have a significant contribution 
toward turning more h²0 into potable water.

this blue-and-white start-up makes advanced membranes 
for water treatment. like a colander in the kitchen, these 
membranes stop bacteria, microbes and parasites from 
passing into the water supply.

this process of pumping water through a membrane – a 
thin film-like polymer sheet with tiny holes in it – is not 
new. what is innovative is mem-tech’s “high permeability” 
product that the company says is far more effective than 
other filtration membranes used in water treatment 
systems.

“because of the polymer of our membrane, you can 
process more water with less pressure,”  says vP business 
development maura rosenfeld. “less energy is needed to 
pump the water through, fewer membranes are required 
and there are less capital and operating expenses. any time 
the system is smaller, everything can be downscaled.”

“the work is done faster with a smaller footprint and lower 
energy requirement,” adds ceo moshe kelner.

mem-tech’s product is a component within water treatment 
systems. “we’re not competing with systems – we’re the 
membrane in the system,” explains rosenfeld.

the israeli-made membranes are different from others 
on the market because they are innately hydrophilic – they 
allow water to pass through much more easily.

mem-tech goes global

global demand for membranes is projected to increase 
nine percent annually to $19.3 billion in 2015, according to a 
report by the freedonia group.

mem-tech’s market strategy is to partner with membrane 
solution providers that can integrate their product into 
complete filtration solutions.

“there are endless uses,” says rosenfeld, citing 
desalination pre-treatment and wastewater treatment as 
examples.

so while the membranes are made in israel, the expected 
client base is everywhere.

“we will go to north america, europe and asia,” says 
kelner. “we’re already in a process for talking with mega 
strategic partners and they have projects all over the 
world.”

Bringing clean water to the world with 
Whoosh!
in honour of the un’s international year of water 
cooperation, israel unveiled at the un, a unique new 
filtration system that will finally allow people in africa and 
south america to access clean drinking water.

at the height of the event, ambassador Prosor unveiled the 
innovative water technology known as “woosh,” developed 
by the israeli company odis.

for over a decade odis has been providing drinking water 
systems to un forces deployed in parts of the world without 
adequate water infrastructure.

the woosh will enable odis to get more water to more of 
those who need it most. “this machine is the first-of its-
kind,” explained Prosor. “it can connect to the main water 
supply of any city — regardless of how toxic it is — and 
provide purified drinking water to anyone on the street.”

mobileye – the end of driving collisions?
israel’s mobileye is the global leader in the vehicle safety 
market with its advanced driver assistance system that 
helps you avoid a collision.

so you’re a safe driver. thirty years on the road and never 
had a scratch. you don’t need some computer to look out 
for you on the road.

think again.

“why do you need airbags in your car? because they can 
save your life in the case of an accident,” says isaac litman, 
ceo of  mobileye Products the global leader in advanced 
driver assistance systems, or aDas. “this system can warn 
you of an impending accident so that you can take action in 
time and avert a collision. you may only use it once in your 

the product provides a next-generation 
alternative to staples and stitches.

skycure founders yair Amit, left, and Adi sharabani.

clean drinking water could become a prized commodity 
in the next two decades. 
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driving career – but that’s enough.”

the statistics speak for themselves,  says litman “now 
that vehicles fitted with our systems have travelled over a 
billion miles in the us, we’ve seen a 40-50 percent drop in 
accidents.”

aDas is becoming a standard feature of the modern vehicle, 
and Jerusalem-based mobileye is leading the field.

“this new technology helps drivers drive better,” says 
litman. “it knows how to recognize cars, bikes, motorbikes, 
pedestrians, an impending accident … it warns the driver 
in time. it can even stop the car if the driver doesn’t react 
quickly enough — and all this at high speeds.”

minimizing driver error

“there are three main causes of accidents: poor road 
infrastructure, unsafe vehicles and bad driving,” he 
explains.

“both roads and vehicle design have improved significantly 
in the past three decades. but the human factor has not. 
the only aspect that hasn’t improved is the driver.”

litman points out that according to studies carried out 
by the virginia tech transportation institute and the us 
national highway traffic safety administration, 93% of 
accidents are caused by driver error. of those, 80% are 
caused by a lack of attention by the driver within three 
seconds of the accident.

“often it’s because of distractions such as talking on the 
telephone, eating or smoking while driving,” he notes.

mobileye inside

mobileye was founded in 1999 by Ziv aviram together 
with Prof. amnon shashua, former head of the school of 
engineering and computer science at the hebrew university 
of Jerusalem.  the company’s challenge: to produce a 
vision system that can detect all nearby vehicles using only 
one camera.

“several large companies had tried to produce peripheral 
warning systems based on two cameras or more. mobileye’s 
advantage is that it’s all done with one camera. this is why 
we managed to outskirt larger companies to become the 
market leader,” says litman.

the company began by developing algorithms and a 

processor chip called the eyeQ chip at its Jerusalem r&D 
center, and after years of testing began to sell the chip 
and software to leading automotive manufacturers such as 
bmw, general motors and volvo.

silence is golden!
can’t stand the racket? israeli noise-cancelling technology 
is going into almost everything from home appliances to 
airplane seats.

if you’ve ever run the vent on your kitchen range or tried 
to catch 40 winks in an airplane, you probably wished 
someone would invent a way to block the noise without the 
need for headphones.

israel’s silentium has done that. the company’s active noise 
control (anc) chip produces “anti-noise” — opposing sound 
waves of the same amplitude as the disturbing noise, which 
shuts out the din (sans the discomfort of earplugs).

the newest use of this technology is silentium’s 
trademarked Quiet bubble, which captures and cancels out 
ambient environmental noise, creating a “zone of quiet” 
around airplane and car passengers.

the applications are nearly infinite, as silentium executives 
demonstrated recently at the consumer electronics show 
(ces) in las vegas, where nbc news chose the israeli tech 
among the best of ces 2013.

the chip can be installed by manufacturers of heating-
ventilation-air-conditioning equipment, home appliances, 
medical machinery, data centres, car and airplane seats 
– “wherever you have noise issues,” says yoel naor, chief 
product officer at the rehovot-based company.

Quiet in the kitchen

naor explains that the scientific principle behind silentium’s 
anc technology existed for decades. however, nobody had 
successfully harnessed it except in headphones and other 
limited applications.

silentium’s sophisticated range of solutions comes in two 
“flavours.”

one option reduces noise at the source, before it spreads 
to the environment. the new “world’s Quietest range 
hood” just introduced by faber — the italian company that 
invented range hoods and now has a significant share of the 
market worldwide – is silenced by a silentium chip.

ventilation hoods and other gadgets that depend on air 
flow are difficult to keep quiet because blocking the noise 
physically also blocks the air and renders the appliance 
useless. faber turned to silentium to find a unique solution 
for the many brands that use the faber hood.

the same solution is being used by a maker of diagnostic 

mobileye’s forward collision 
monitor feature at work.

silentium could drastically reduce the stress of noise. 

equipment that depends on noisy air flow, to reduce the 
negative health effects of noise pollution for hospital 
patients and staff. “in the healthcare market, it is well 
known that noise adds stress,” says naor.

Quiet on the road and in the air

the Quiet bubble option is for environments such as 
cars and airplanes, where the noise comes from several 
sources. Passengers are bombarded with the sounds of the 
engine and mechanical parts, as well as the wind outside. 
ordinarily, noise reduction is achieved by adding heavy 
acoustic absorbers.

silentium put its chip technology into a prototype car to 
show how its Quiet bubble embedded in the headrests can 
do the job better, without adding gas-guzzling weight to the 
vehicle.

interest is high: in December, the israel-u.s. binational 
industrial research and Development (birD) foundation 
approved a major grant for silentium to work with 
wisconsin-based giant Johnson controls, a global 
automotive industry leader, to develop ambient anc for 
vehicles.

“our broadband solution has the ability to sense noise from 
all directions and cancel it,” says naor, who predicts this 
automotive advance will be commercialized and on the 
market within the next few years.

future iterations of the system will synch with the car’s 
audio and with passengers’ cell phones, too, so that every 
passenger could listen to music or conversations without 
disturbing others.

Ditto airplanes. “we are collaborating with a seat 
manufacturer for business and first class,” says naor. “the 
infotainment system connects with our patented headrest 
so you can watch the movie and hear messages without 
bulky, uncomfortable headphones.”

Quiet in the office

years of preliminary research behind silentium began in 
1999, led by veteran business executive yossi barath. new 
products are constantly in the pipeline; Quiet bubble was 
introduced only in the past year.

one of silentium’s first products, still being sold in europe, 
is the activesilencer enclosure for the intel modular server. 
office workers can sit right next to the server without 

disturbance, saving companies on valuable square footage. 
a customizable solution, the trademarked s-cube, comes 
in a kit for specific server-noise needs.

the company also offers a Diy development kit for 
engineers looking to develop quiet products, and trains 
makers of passive acoustic materials to enhance their 
products with the silentium chip.

silentium has so far been funded through private investors 
and venture capital (vcs), and now seeks a $6 million 
investment for a major market breakout, says naor.

the company expects to increase its staff of 20 by another 
10 this year, and is actively wooing additional commercial 
partners. “we cannot have all our eggs in one basket,” as 
naor puts it.

because the technology has so many potential applications, 
a range of partners is the smart way to go toward making 
silence golden.

silentium’s Quiet Bubble will make driving and flying a 
quieter experience.

silentium’s customizable electronic controller kit for 
sound-proofing data servers.
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shlomo Avineri: theodor 
herzl and the foundation 
of the jewish state. 
Weidenfeld and nicolson. 

to be published on 12 
December 2013. 

theodor herzl is sometimes 
regarded as the founder of Zionism. 

but of course he was not. the german 
socialist, moses hess, and the russian 
doctor, leon Pinsker, who published 
auto-emancipation in 1882, have a far 
better claim to that title, though both 
are now almost forgotten. what herzl 
did was to make Zionism a practical 
proposition, to give it legitimacy. he 
established, in avineri’s words, an 
`institutional and organisational 
structure which helped to bring the 
idea of a Jewish state to the attention 
of world leaders and international 
public opinion. it was this process 
which eventually made possible the 
establishment of israel in 1948’. it was 
herzl who put the Zionist argument on 
its legs and made it run.

shlomo avineri, Professor of Political 
science at the hebrew university of 
Jerusalem, is one of israel’s leading 
political thinkers, best known for his 
writings on hegel and marx, and on 
Zionist ideas. he has also played a 
part in israeli politics as Director-
general of the foreign ministry during 
the premiership of yitzhak rabin in the 
1970s. this gave him an insight into 
politics and negotiation, displayed to 
good effect in this biography, which is 
built around two central themes.

the first is that herzl’s conversion 
to Zionism did not come about, as 
is sometimes thought, from the 
experience of the Dreyfus trial, but 
from the situation of Jews in vienna 
following the election of karl lueger, 
like hitler, a radical anti-semite, as 
mayor of vienna in april 1895 in the 
first municipal election to be held on 
a wide franchise. avineri is not the 
first to have made this point, but he 
does emphasise, more than previous 
biographers, its profound significance 
for herzl. before lueger, it had seemed 
that the Jews could achieve genuine 
emancipation in the multi-national 
austro-hungarian empire, home to 
the largest number of Jews in the 
world, except for the russian empire, 
under the benevolent protection of 
the emperor, franz Joseph. anti-

semitism seemed a relic of the 
past, in avineri’s words, a `vestige 
of medieval church superstitions.’ 
but lueger’s victory seemed to show 
that, on the contrary, it was a doctrine 
of the future, `anchored in the very 
fabric of modern society as more 
and more decisions were handed 
over to the people’.  it was no longer 
possible to believe that antisemitsm 
would disappear with the advance 
of democracy. racial anti-semitism, 
avineri comments, `was from the 
start an intellectual 
movement’. it came to 
be`a legitimate point 
of view in educated 
european society, 
which was what made 
it so ominous’. herzl 
was to argue that 
`the real cause of 
anti-semitism is the 
emancipation of the 
Jews itself’.

the second theme 
of the book is that 
herzl was the first 
to appreciate that, 
if Zionism were to 
remain anything more 
than the plaything of a 
few intellectuals and 
dreamers, it needed a 
practical framework, 
an organisation - 
both mass support 
and representative 
institutions.  `the 
path’, herzl declared, 
`is the organisation 
of the people, and its 
organ is the congress’. 
it was herzl who 
summoned the first 
Zionist  congress, 
in effect a national 
assembly of Jews, 
to basel in 1897. `in 
basel’, he famously 
said, `i founded the 
state of the Jews’, a 
state which was to 
come into existence 
just over fifty years 
later. interestingly, 
as avineri  points 
out ,  women who 
contributed the shekel 
were given full rights 
to vote and stand for 
elective office in the 
Zionist organisation, 
at a time when no 
european country had 
yet granted female 
suffrage.

modern-day israel 

is cast in herzl’s image in that, 
despite blemishes, it is a liberal state, 
governed by the rule of law, even 
though, of course, the ancestors of 
most israelis came from countries 
hardly noted for their adherence to 
these virtues. herzl stressed, more 
than many of the russian Zionists, 
who, coming from a closed society, had 
little opportunity to learn constructive 
politics, the importance of negotiation 
and compromise, which are essential 
to any successful parliamentary 
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democracy. unlike the leaders of 
many other nationalist movements, 
he preached strict adherence to 
constitutional methods. it would never 
have occurred to him to advocate 
violence or terrorism to achieve his 
aims. he hoped, naively, that a Jewish 
state could be neutral and manage with 
no more than a very small professional 
army. his model was switzerland not 
Prussia.

it is sometimes said that herzl gave 
insufficient attention to the claims 
and needs of the arab population 
of Palestine. yet, in his imagined 
state,although Judaism would be 
the official religion, there would be 
full civic and religious equality with 
guaranteed rights for minorities. when 
visiting egypt in 1903, he appreciated 
that the spread of education would 
threaten the british empire, although 
the british did not seem to realise it. 
in his book, the birth of the Palestine 
refugee Problem revisited, published 
in 2004, the israeli revisionist historian, 
benny morris, quotes from herzl’s 
diaries, to the effect that `we must 
expropriate gently --- we shall try to 
spirit the penniless population across 
the border by procuring employment 
for it in the transit countries, while 
denying it any employment in our 
country --- both the process of 
expropriation and the removal of the 
poor must be carried out discreetly 
and circumspectly’. but this is an 
early entry and herzl’s view in his later 
published work is quite different.  he 
in fact insisted on equal rights for 
arabs and indeed all minorities in his 
Jewish state.

of course, any new biography of herzl 
has to take its place in a crowded field. 
Does avineri have anything new to 
add? much of this biography covers 
well-trodden ground, and herzl’s 
thought is better covered in the volume 
in the `Jewish thinkers’ series by 
steven beller; although herzl was not 
in fact an original thinker. what avineri 
brings out is herzl’s political acumen, 
his appreciation that the success 
of Zionism depended upon gaining 
the support of the great powers, so 
that the Jewish state could, in the 
words of the first Zionist congress 
in 1897, be `secured by public law’.
his negotiations with leaders of 
the great powers – the kaiser, the 
sultan of turkey, the king of italy, 
the Pope, russian ministers – were 
fruitless. yet, his contacts with british 
statesman – foreign secretary lord 
lansdowne and colonial secretary, 
Joseph chamberlain – although they 
appeared at the time equally futile - 
helped to establish official recognition 

for Zionism in britain, so paving the 
way for the balfour Declaration.`we 
have,’ said herzl presciently, `in our 
relationship with this gigantic nation, 
acquired recognition as a state-
building power.’

avineri rightly sums up herzl’s work 
as `a glorious failure that produced 
impressive results’. it is avineri’s 
understanding of the exigencies and 
difficulties of politics for a mere private 
individual, without money or official 
status that makes his book well worth 
reading. `one day’, herzl said, `once 
the Jewish state comes into existence 
...a fair-minded historian will find 
that it was something after all when 
an impecunious Jewish journalist... 
made a flag out of a rag and turned a 
miserable rabble into a people rallying 
around that flag’.

but, for herzl, as for most of the 
founding fathers, Zionism was not 
only a matter of external liberation, of 
freedom from anti-semitism; it was 
also a doctrine of internal liberation, 
of self-determination. only in a state 
with a Jewish majority, herzl believed, 
would Jews be free to preserve their 
identities without having to look over 
their shoulders for fear of causing 
offence. herzl, like chaim weizmann, 
disliked Jews who submerged their 
personalities in order to `fit in’, 
something that he found demeaning 
as well as futile. indeed, herzl’s 
criticisms of his fellow-Jews were so 
severe that, if they had been made by 
a non-Jew, they might well have given 
rise to accusations of anti-semitism. 
for Zionism was in its origins a self-
critical movement, far removed 
from the triumphalism and self-
righteousness that too often disfigures 
modern israeli politics. israel still has 
much to learn from herzl.

even so, israel remains recognisably 
his creation. in 1946, herzl’s grandson, 
stephan neumann, who had changed 
his name to stephen norman to 
serve in the british army in world 
war 2, visited Palestine, then under 
the british mandate, to `see what my 
grandfather had started’. after his 
visit, he declared, in words engraved 
on the walls of the norman memorial 
garden on mount herzl in Jerusalem, 
`you will be amazed at the Jewish 
youth in Palestine. they have the look 
of freedom’.that is the real measure 
of herzl’s achievement. 

vernon bogdanor is Professor 
of government at the institute of 
contemporary british history, king’s 
college, london. he contributed to 
the volume by larry Diamond and 
ehud sprinzak, israeli Democracy 

under stress, and is a member of the 
international advisory board of the 
israel Democracy institute.

Arabs and Israelis: conflict 
and peacemaking in the 
middle east’

(london:  palgrave 
macmillan, 2013)

Abdel monem said Aly, shai 
feldman, and Khalil shikaki 

the writing and publication of 
this book comprises the most 

complex and demanding project ever 
undertaken by brandeis university’s 
crown center for middle east studies 
since its establishment in 2005.
it also constitutes one of the most 
salient expressions of the center’s 
commitment to pursuing a balanced 
and dispassionate approach to the 
study of the contemporary middle 
east.

how did all this come about? in late 
2004, one of the three co-authors 
of this book, Prof. shai feldman, 
was asked by the then-President of 
brandeis university, Jehuda reinharz 
to join brandeis for the purpose of 
building a new crown center for 
middle east studies. Prof. feldman 
made his consent conditional on the 
university accepting his philosophy 
regarding this challenging endeavour: 
namely, that in its research, writing, 
and other activities the crown 
center would pursue a balanced and 
dispassionate approach to the middle 
east. as this principle was approved, 
feldman’s next step was to ensure 
its implementation by asking abdel 
monem said aly and khalil shikaki, to 
join him as senior research fellows 
of the soon-to-be-established crown 
center. 

once all three agreed to join the new 
center, they entered into detailed 
discussions on the possible content 
of such an association. the talks 
yielded an agreement to teach a new 
class, Politics 164a: conflict and 
Peacemaking in the middle east – the 
first ever on this sensitive subject to be 
team-taught by an israeli, a Palestinian 
and an egyptian representing a 
broader arab perspective. the class 
was to be unique not only in providing 
students an analytical framework for 
analysing developments in the arab-
israeli conflict but even more so in 
sensitizing students to the competing 

narratives that israelis, Palestinians 
and arabs more broadly have adopted 
over the years with regard to these 
developments. as at least two of the 
team was to be in class every session, 
students would have an opportunity 
not only to avail themselves of the 
texts that elaborate these competing 
narratives but also to acquire “a feel” 
for the texture of their stories. 

marcia riklis, a close friend and 
supporter of Prof. feldman and 
the center, visited brandeis in the 
autumn of 2006 semester when the 
three authors first team-taught the 
class. having witnessed the students’ 
reaction to their approach, she was very 
complementary but raised a difficult 
question: why was exposure to this 
experience offered to the relatively 
small number of students attending 
the class? was it not imperative that 
the insights to which the students were 
exposed be placed at the disposal of a 
far larger audience by translating the 
class into a book? 

having some sense of how difficult 
such an endeavour may be, the team, 
at first resisted the suggestion, but 
after some persuasion, began the very 
long journey that led to the birth of the 
text book. since in addition to teaching 
the class at brandeis, all three in the 
team were committed to building and 
directing their respective research 
centers, they could not spend more 
than 6-7 weeks every summer writing 
the book. thus its gestation extended 
that number of years.

During these many summers, the 
authors attempted to involve a large 
number of students in the process 
of conceptualizing, organizing and 
researching for the book. indeed, the 
students’ most important contribution 
was to help the authors ascertain 
best forms of presentation most 
understandable to them.

the resulting book provides students 
with an analytical framework 
for understanding conflict and 
Peacemaking in the middle east – a 

tool-box that can also be applied to 
other conflicts and regions.

the authors:

abdel monem said aly, Director of the 
center for regional security studies 
in cairo and is chairman of egypt’s 
independent newspaper, masr al-
youm.

shai feldman, Director of brandeis 
university’s crown center for middle 
east studies and former director of 
tel aviv university’s Jaffee center for 
strategic studies. 

khalil shikaki, Director of the 
Palestinian center for Political and 
survey research in ramallah.

‘
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ADVERTS

“A shepherd’s journey” by 
Ishmael Khaldi

anyone who doubts that israel is 
a diverse and vibrant democracy 

should read this book. a shepherd’s 
Journey is ishmael khaldi’s unique 
story of transformation from his 
modest village roots to his triumph 
as israel’s first bedouin diplomat and 
voice of reason in the middle east. his 
road to success has not been an easy 
one.  

ishmael khaldi, born into a traditional 
bedouin family in the galilee,  
describes his early days tending goats,  
his schoolboy “fights”, his terrifying 
first forays into the mysterious new 
york subway system, and later, his 
remarkable friendship with Jews and 
muslims, secular and religious, on 
two continents, in fact, the story of 
ishmael’s first exciting foray into the 
american dream in a wild and not very 
well prepared trip to new york city 
– where he winds up being rescued 
by hassidim in boro Park! – is alone 
worth the purchase of the book.

ishmael khaldi’s life has been full 
of adventure and love, humour and 
pathos. as a muslim and a bedouin, 
khaldi passionately defends the 
Jewish state from its detractors on 
american campuses, giving the true 
picture of a young nation struggling 
to allow its minorities freedom and 
opportunities unavailable to them 
in any other muslim country in the 
middle east.

this is a story that will inspire, educate 
and charm, told with authenticity and 
passion, as only a bedouin can tell it.

available in paperback or can be 
downloaded to a kindle.  both formats 
are available from amazon.
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‘a stable, loving environment, food in their stomachs every 
day and a place they can go to sleep every night knowing 
they will be safe in the morning.’

some years ago, while out  jogging a mile and a half from 
the sinai border, David Palmach, regularly saw traumatized 
refugees from eritrea and sudan dropping to the sand in 
exhaustion.

the refugees had come overland from home countries torn 
by strife, and had made a long and dangerous journey to 
israel, often by way of bedouin torture camps in the sinai 
desert, and past trigger-happy egyptian soldiers.

up until two years ago, on arrival in israel they were taken 
to prison-like facilities for lack of suitable alternatives. in 
2010, however, israel’s lawmakers decided to find ways 
to house and educate the many teenage boys  who were 
among these african refugees and asylum-seekers. 
Palmach was one of the first to step in.

David Palmach, the director of the Jewish agency for 
israel’s nitzana educational community today runs tikun 
olam, a special boarding school set up for teenage african 
refugees at nitzana, an israeli kibbutz near the egyptian 
border. there are 50 african teens at tikun olam. through 
israel’s ministry of education, the boys – most of them 
14 and 15 — receive an allowance for housing, food and 
education that must be supplemented by the generosity of 
donors.  since the completion of the 250-kilometer-long 
barrier along israel’s southern border earlier this year, 
the influx of african migrants into the country has come 
to a standstill.  last year, israel  repatriated hundreds of 
migrants to newly independent south sudan. however 

in the case of these young boys the israeli ministry of 
education wanted to give these young boys a chance to 
have a more normal life and equip them with the tools to 
do that.”

“David Palmach had the willingness and foresight to help 
these young men,” says karen kellerman, delegation 
coordinator for the nitzana educational community, which 
encompasses an immigrant absorption centre, a military 
prep school and intensive ecology workshops for israeli 
schoolchildren.

tikun olam is now is at full capacity, having designated 10 
of nitzana’s nicest youth hostel suites to these 50 students. 
they may remain until they reach legal majority.

“by the time they are 18, no matter where they end up — 
here in israel or elsewhere — they will be able to succeed 
and hopefully have a normal life because up until now, they 
have had a terrible life,” says kellerman.

“they’ve seen atrocities at home. some of them were 
captured by bedouins in the sinai and turned into slaves; 
some have marks on their bodies to prove what they have 
been through. we’re trying to offer them a stable, loving 
environment, and of course food in their stomachs every 
day and a place they can go to sleep every night knowing 
they will be safe in the morning. they haven’t had that 
before.”

after months on the run, many of the boys were not used to 
rules and routines — up at 7, breakfast, school till 1, curfew. 

A new wAy oF 
liFe For AFriCAn 
Children in isrAel

twelve of them ultimately went back to the detention 
centre because they couldn’t adapt to the structure. the 
school’s staff also came up against huge gaps in the boys’ 
knowledge of concepts such as democracy.

tikun olam Director yair amir  in his weekly citizenship 
lesson, tried to simulate a candidates’ debate but his 
students didn’t grasp the idea of presenting differing 
platforms. on the eve of the us presidential election, the 
boys asked him, “if obama loses, will they shoot him?”

counsellors are with the group at all times, and the boys 
meet with social workers weekly or monthly, depending 
on their situation. for the longest time, even now, the 
boys were afraid to speak about some of the things that 
happened to them because they are afraid their tormentors 
will find them and kill them,” says kellerman.

nine of the african boys are academically gifted and attend 
a regular school in beersheva. the rest study subjects such 
as english, hebrew, computers, math, geography, history 
and citizenship on the premises. Physical education is a 
cherished part of their daily schedule, and every week they 
have an opportunity to work at nearby farms.

finances at tikun olam are always precarious. “the 
difference in our boarding school is that our students have 
no other home to go to, as regular boarding school students 
do,” says amir. “we never shut down, and we must have 
electricity on and food served every day.” not to mention 
clothing, shoes and spending money for each child.

the big question is what will happen when the boys turn 18.

“a few scenarios are possible,” says kellerman. “some 
might return to sudan or eritrea, if conditions there get 
better. israel might grant residency to some so they can 
work here legally. or another country could open their 
doors, such as canada or sweden.

“the future is very uncertain. but as long as we have breath 
in our bodies, we will keep the door open for these 50 
boys. fifty is a drop in the bucket, but we hope if we are a 
good example to other nations maybe they will also feel a 
responsibility to take this on,” says kellerman. “it is too big 
a problem for israel alone.”

‘A stable, 
loving 
environment, 
food in their 
stomachs 
every day 
and a place 
they can 
go to sleep 
every night 
knowing 
they will be 
safe in the 
morning.’
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T he israel antiquities authority  reported that 
israeli archaeologists have discovered a huge 
hospital from the crusader era in Jerusalem’s 
old city.

the massive building, in the area of the christian Quarter 
known as the muristan (based on the Persian word for 
“hospital”), was excavated by the iaa in cooperation 
with the grand bazaar company of east Jerusalem. the 
dig was initiated after grand bazaar decided to open a 
restaurant at the site.

archaeologists have only uncovered a portion of the 
complex, which covers an estimated 15 dunams (3.7 
acres).

the hospital was built by the knights hospitaller, a 
christian military order. also known as the knights of 
saint John, after John the baptist, the order was founded 
around 1023 to care for poor and sick christian pilgrims 
to Jerusalem. after the crusaders conquered Jerusalem 
in 1099, the hospitallers  gained their own Papal charter, 
giving them the task of defending the holy land in addition 
to providing for pilgrims.

with ribbed vaults and massive pillars, the building was 
apparently exquisite. the ceilings stand over six meters 
(18 feet) high.

“we’ve learned about the hospital from contemporary 
historical documents, most of which are written in 
latin,” said the iaa’s amit re’em and renee forestany, 
co-directors of the dig, “these mention a sophisticated 
hospital that is as large and as organized as a modern 
hospital.”

the earliest description of the hospital comes from John 
of wurzburg, a german pilgrim who visited Jerusalem 
around the year 1160. “over against the church of the 
holy sepulchre, on the opposite side of the way toward 
the south, is a beautiful church built in honour of John the 
baptist, annexed to which is a hospital, wherein in various 
rooms is collected together an enormous multitude of 
sick people,” he wrote. “when i was there i learned that 
the whole number of these sick people amounted to two 
thousand, of whom sometimes in the course of one day 
and night more than fifty are carried out dead, while many 
other fresh ones keep continually arriving.”

he also noted the military role the hospitallers played. 
“this same house also maintains in its various castles 
many persons trained to all kinds of military exercises 
for the defence of the land of the christians against the 
invasion of the saracens.”

the hospital was divided into wings according to patients’ 

ailments and conditions. in an emergency, the building 
could house up to 2,000 patients.

contemporary accounts give a sense of the massive 
dimensions of the hospital. one tells of a staff member 
who failed to carry out the functions of his job properly. 
he was forced to walk the length of the building, which 
took several minutes, while other knights walked behind 
the man, whipping him. all the patients witnessed this 
spectacle.

according to other accounts, the knights cared for both 
men and women from all religions. there are even records 
of the hospital serving kosher food to Jewish patients.

Despite the grandeur of the building, the knights used the 
primitive methods that were typical of their time. there is 
an account of a patient’s foot being amputated for a minor 
infection, a procedure that ended up killing the woman. 
the knights were able to gain medical knowledge from 
the local arab population, which placed a premium on 
medical expertise.

the building also served as an orphanage. cowled 
mothers would leave unwanted children at the door, 
often a baby from a mother who had given birth to twins 
but couldn’t care for both children. when the male babies 
reached adulthood, they would join the hospitallers.

after legendary kurdish warrior salah al-Din captured 
Jerusalem from the crusaders in 1187, he built a palace 
near the hospital. he renovated the building, and allowed 
10 christian monks to stay in the hospital to serve the 
local population.

the structure collapsed in an earthquake in 1457. some 
portions of the hospital survived, remaining in use through 
the ottoman period. there were rooms that served as a 
stable, and archaeologists found the remains of horses 
and camels during the excavation.

until the year 2000, the building, owned by the muslim 
waqf, housed a crowded fruit and vegetable market. since 
then, it has stood empty just off the arab market on David 
street.

according to monser shwieki, project manager for the 
grand bazaar company, the new restaurant will be 
incorporated into the existing structure, and “patrons will 
be able to marvel at the magical medieval atmosphere at 
the site.”

he said that the site is due to open to the public this year.

Knights hospitallers cared for 
Christian pilgrims at the site; 
Jewish patients received kosher food

by laZar berman  

mAssive 
CrusAder 
hosPiTAl
unCovered 
in old CiTy

a vaulted room in the recently 
uncovered crusader hospital in 
Jerusalem’s old city (photo credit: 
courtesy israel antiquities authority)

a hall in the recently 
uncovered crusader hospital 

in Jerusalem’s old city 
(photo credit: courtesy israel 

antiquities authority)
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food, 
glorious 
food
machane yehuda, 
israel’s largest 
and most 
ethnically diverse 
outdoor market.
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i
f busloads of inhabitants of tel aviv and hordes of 
european backpackers are hiring guides to take them 
through the shops and stalls of Jerusalem’s machane 
yehuda outdoor market, you know something hip must 
be happening here.

the shuk, as it’s better known, is israel’s latest hot spot 
for culinary tourism. the mix of exotic produce, spices 
and juices (tamarind drink, anyone?), mediterranean 
fish, readymade delicacies and rare cheeses — many 
of them sold by descendants of original vendors from a 
hodgepodge of countries — makes for a colourful sensory 
experience.

“we found ourselves looking for something with added 
value to do in Jerusalem,” says reuven Pilo, a former chef 
who founded  more gastronomy and tourism with his wife, 
mor.

“many tourist companies bring visitors to museums, 
archaeological parks, the kotel [western wall] — but 
they don’t bring them to the people of Jerusalem,” mor 
complains.

“and if you’re talking about Jerusalem you’re talking 
about a melting pot of ethnic communities. all those other 
sites are important, but we think that the business we 
developed brings you to the real Jerusalem — the people, 
the food, the customs.”

the Pilos teamed up with michael weiss of the  ‘go 
Jerusalem’ internet tourism portal to get many of the 
shuk’s vendors to share their stories online for the first 
time and to offer a menu of market tours.

“the shop owners love it — it’s rebranding the market in a 
more sophisticated way,” Pilo says.

some of the touring options are focused, for example on 
wine and cheese or on bakeries, while others begin with a 

shopping trip led by a 
professional chef and 

end with a cooking 
workshop.

alternatively, 
you can tour 
at your own 
pace with a 

99-shekel shuk 
bites ticket, 

which comes 
with a map and 

vouchers for a variety 
of products – everything 

from organic tehina to spicy 
s’chug, artisanal breads to plant-

based remedies concocted by yemenite 
medicine man uzi-eli.

‘shuk’ rhymes with ‘cook’

while Jerusalem has plenty of supermarkets, for many 
shoppers nothing can match the authenticity and diversity 
of downtown machane yehuda, which opened in 1928.

“my father, he’s 72 and two times a week he goes on the 

bus to the [light rail] with his cart to the market,” says Pilo. 
“he buys the fruits and vegetables on mondays, the fish 
and meat on thursdays. but it’s not just the traditionalists. 
it is beginning to be chic to shop in machane yehuda.”

it has become much easier to do so in the past five or 
six years, thanks to merchant leader eli mizrahi working 
with the municipality to invest in improved lighting and 
walkways, security cameras and all-weather awnings in 
addition to art installations and musical events.

“the shuk became a big magnet for those coming to 
Jerusalem from abroad and from other areas in israel just 
to see the market,” says weiss.

ticket to the self-guided shuk bites tour.

this fertile ground for world cuisine sparked the 
imagination of graphic designer ruth yudekovitz, who 
launched shuk and cook tours of machane yehuda about 
five years ago.

“it’s more of a treasure hunt than a tour,” she explains. 
after providing a brief history of machane yehuda and 
preparing them for the multilingual atmosphere where 
arabs and Jews shop side by side, she divides participants 
into groups of two or three.

“i give them each a cart, a shopping list, a map and 
money,” yudekovitz explains - “i give them little 
challenges on the way, like identifying what game is being 
played in the corner of the iraqi [sector of the] shuk.” (if 
you’ve been there, you’ll know the answer is sheshbesh or 
backgammon.)

with their finds, they create a feast in her specially 
renovated home kitchen.

“i like to emphasize the idea of the plenty of the land,” says 
yudekovitz. “i introduce them to things less familiar, like 
kohlrabi and mangold. instead of stuffed grape leaves, we 
might make stuffed mangold leaves with cranberries or 
red rice. it’s a somewhat traditional middle eastern menu 
with a modern slant.”

Photo by nati 
shohat/flash90
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Lick

in the galilee, a muslim and a kibbutznik open 
a swanky ice cream parlour where the common 
language is the sound of a lick.

at the new ice cream parlour in tarshiha, the 
common language is the sound of a lick. with 
a mixed clientele of muslims, christians and 
Jews from israel and abroad, visitors will hear 
hebrew, arabic, english and a smattering of other 
languages being spoken between licks. it’s an 
“only in israel” story. where else could a Jew and 
an arab open a gelato shop and sell hummus ice 
cream to the masses?

apartheid – what apartheid !  adam Ziv and alaa 
sawitat opened bouza (“ice cream” in arabic) 
last July and have attracted a steady stream of 
clientele curious about this partnership between 
an arab muslim and a Jewish kibbutznik in 
the tarshiha shuk (marketplace), which is not 
usually associated with swanky ice cream stores. 
what also helps business is that the nearest 
homemade ice cream shop in the western galilee 
is 16 kilometres away.

but it’s the taste that brings customers back, 
says Ziv.

“we’re not just a novelty of being a muslim-
Jewish coexistence ice cream store,” Ziv  
explains “we make ice cream that people 
like. since the store opened in July, local 
residents have been coming in regularly, 
and israelis from around the country have 
travelled to taste one or more of the 24 
flavours bouza has on offer on any given 
day. even foreign tourists have started to 
visit the small city for a taste.

in 1963, the city of ma’alot-tarshiha 
came about through a municipal 
merger of the arab town of tarshiha 
and the Jewish town of ma’alot. the 
artificial lake monfort, to the east 
of the city, as well as an annual 

international sculpture symposium, had 
been the two main attractions for tourists 
to the area.

and then in the last year, fashionable pubs 
and eateries started to open in the quiet 
muslim-christian side of the town.

for Ziv, the new environment was perfect. 
the 27-year-old kibbutz sasa resident, who 

belongs to a local band and performs with 
friends at small bars around the country, 

had just returned to israel from a year-long trip 
around europe and africa. During his travels, Ziv 
apprenticed at gelaterias in italy and ice cream 

shops in the canary islands.

upon his return, Ziv asked long-time family friend 
sawitat, a co-owner of one of the galilee’s top 
bistros, for help finding a place to open a store. 
together they chose sawitat’s hometown of 
tarshiha – and also joined forces. Ziv is in charge 
of making the ice cream. sawitat handles the 
financial side of the business.

Ziv thought it would be amazing to build a 
business that is co-run by Jews and arabs, a place 
where Jews and arabs would come.  the dream 
has been realised – the other day they looked 
outside and saw people from a Jewish village in 
the galilee sitting beside a group of arab youths 
from tarshiha. a friend of his looked at him and 
said, ‘so, this is the new middle east.’”

Ziv makes use of his marketplace location. on 
saturday mornings he buys fresh ingredients from 
local farmers. he then employs older tarshiha 
women, looking for added income, to help him 
prepare the fruits for his ice cream.

“anything with nuts – hazelnuts, pine nuts, 
pistachio – these are our big sellers,” says 
Ziv. “we try some middle eastern mixes like 
pomegranate and lemongrass or chocolate and 
spearmint. we’re still working on a kanafeh 
[sweet Palestinian cheese pastry] flavoured ice 
cream but haven’t found the right recipe yet. i 
don’t want to be too pretentious when making 
new flavours. our motto is ‘simply ice cream’ – 
and that’s what we do. we make great ice cream 
for our customers.” 

after returning from a professional development 
trip in italy, he’s working on a cookie flavour and 
when he heard that the american ambassador 
was scheduled to visit the western galilee, he 
whipped up a batch of new york cheesecake ice 
cream, using a homemade strawberry syrup.

at the end of the day, Ziv says he is just trying to 
satisfy customers and hopes “they’ll remember 
the way back to bouza.”

bouza owners adam Ziv and alaa sawitat.

ice cream in a cup at bouza.

treats on a stick

Passion fruit ice cream.
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i n a quiet corner of rural israel, a group of 
schoolchildren is trying to save a globally threatened 
species. every winter, the kids prepare nesting boxes 
for the lesser kestrel, (falco naumanni), a small falcon 

that is rapidly declining in europe and the middle east.

then, they wait.

sometime in february, the males arrive to search out a 
suitable nesting place. a few weeks later, the females 
arrive to mate and nest.

 “fewer birds come to breed here every year,” says 
shalom terem, the principal of the alona regional school,  
“but we are doing everything we can to preserve and 
strengthen their population.”

this includes protecting the kestrels from predators such 
as feral cats and owls, looking after nestlings and treating 
injured birds.

the lesser kestrel breeds in the spring and early summer 
across the mediterranean region before continuing its 
migration from southern africa across central asia to 
china. an estimated 2,000 to 3,000 pairs once bred in 

dozens of natural colonies across israel. now only a 
handful of lesser kestrel breeding grounds are left.

the last countrywide survey found only 566 breeding pairs, 
mostly in greater tel aviv, Jerusalem, megiddo, safed and 
alona, where 109 pairs were spotted – and that was 12 
years ago. in all likelihood, fewer than 550 lesser kestrel 
pairs now breed in israel.

“in the past half century the numbers have dropped 
drastically, although this decline seems to have evened off 
in recent years – but not here in israel,” says Dr. adiv gal 
of kibbutzim college, who heads the school’s preservation 
project.

gal notes that “the children don’t just study the birds — 
they play an active role by physically building the nesting 
boxes. this makes them feel part of the effort to save the 
birds. this year, 13 of the 29 nesting couples are in our 
boxes.”

transmitting a passion for birds
Part of the reason for the boxes’ success, says gal, is a 
change in local building practices.

“the lesser kestrel does not build a nest of its own; rather 
it utilizes ‘dimples’ in cliffs or trees. there used to be a 
time when they would make their nests in the space 
under roof tiles, but nowadays most houses in israel are 
built with concrete walls flush with the roofs, leaving no 
such gap.”

the lesser kestrel has been part of gal’s life since 1999. 
“my doctoral thesis at hebrew university of Jerusalem 
was on the lesser kestrels of alona and the Jerusalem 
area. i’m fascinated by this bird.”

it seems that gal’s passion for the subject has rubbed off 
on his students.

“the program has been ongoing for 16 years and is now 

stronger than ever,” notes terem, the school principal.

“every year a different fifth grade takes it on. the fifth-
grade classes devote two study hours a week to the birds 
and are responsible for maintaining the nesting boxes 
and gauging the birds’ progress. our entire first- to sixth-
graders are involved in some fashion – when they’re not 
busy maintaining the school’s petting zoo. the baton is 
passed from year to year, while the younger kids wait 
for their chance.”

terem talks with pride of his school’s unique study 
track.

“we had 1,300 guests on our open Day this year, 
including a delegation from the Palestinian 
authority and Jordan. the children themselves – 
not their teachers or parents – guided the visitors 
for group tours of the project.”

ultimately, he says, the aim is to preserve 
the lesser kestrels and help their numbers 
grow until they can be removed from the 
list of globally threatened birds.

real-time broadcasts
three years ago, the israeli security 
company g4s donated a set of infrared 
video cameras that broadcast live 
24/7 from inside nesting boxes via the 
internet.

children in the alona regional school 
have been learning about kestrels for the 
past 16 years.

“every classroom in the school has an 
internet connection and large screen,” 
notes terem. “a few weeks ago i sat with some 
of the children transfixed for an hour, watching 

a chick hatch and gradually emerge from its egg — and 
missed an important meeting. it’s gripping to watch the 
mothers feed the chicks, bringing them mice, in real 
time.”

established in the late 1950s, the alona regional school 
in moshav amikam serves children from amikam, givat 
nili and aviel, plus about 30 children from nearby towns. 
twenty-one years ago, the school became part of the tali 
network, an educational system in which non-orthodox 
schools or classes within schools offer enriched Jewish 
studies.

“we have room for 310 students and a very long waiting 
list for places,” says terem. “the Jewish studies attract 
parents and children alike – and so does the lesser kestrel 

preservation project.”

but children that age can be fickle. how 
do you maintain their interest?

“that’s not a problem,” shrugs terem. 
“this is one fascinating subject. it’s 
also active and outdoors. it takes them 
away from screens and into the fields. 
the kids love watching the birds and 
monitoring their progress in the field.”

“however in the last week of June, the 
sounds of the birds abruptly stop. Just 
as the school year ends, they leave us. 

the children believe they know it’s time for the summer 
vacation and fly away.”

Preserving 
The lesser 

KesTrel
A school project to protect the lesser Kestrel, 
now in its 16th year, uses live video broadcasts 
from within nesting boxes built by fifth-graders.

some 29 
nesting pairs 
in Alona are 
giving birth 
to the next 
generation 
of lesser 
kestrels.

A lesser kestrel 
bringing 

breakfast for 
babies in a 

nesting box the 
children built 

with a donated 
video camera 
from security 

company g4s.

children in the 
Alona regional 
school have been 
learning about 
kestrels for the 
past 16 years.
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what is a hamam? simply 
put, it’s Arabic for what most 
westerners call a Turkish bath. 
in turn, a Turkish bath is a 
simplification of the classical-
era baths of hellas (greece) 
and rome. hamam  is 
pronounced with a soft “ch” at 
the beginning, like the scottish 
word “loch,” but softer.

while classical public baths featured a complex of rooms 
for cleaning, swimming, exercising, socializing, etc, the 
hamam focuses on the use of running water and steam, 
rather than immersion, and drops the physical fitness 
function. the focus is on cleanliness, which is important 
for muslims preparing for prayer. a typical sequence for a 
bather at a hamam would be:

1. warm room: this can be a dry or moist heat. heating is 
traditionally provided by a hypocaust system (from the 
greek hypo = under, caust = fire). modern hammams 
can use other heating systems.

2. hot room: comparable to a finnish sauna. you’re 
supposed to really work up a sweat here to clear out 
the pores! other hot rooms might feature hot stones 
or tiles to relax on. cold water is made available for 
splashing your face or back with.

3. cool room: a place for deep cleaning and relaxation 
after sweating. typically, patrons will socialize here 
and refreshments will be made available.

to experience a hamam, a visit to the newly restored 
turkish bazaar and turkish bath hamam ghattas in 
acre’s old city is a must and will offer visitors a unique 
experience.

the newly restored bazaar is full of boutiques, coffee 
shops and food stalls which although fascinating can, after 
a few hours, prove tiring, so relaxation is a key ingredient 
to an all-round successful trip to acre. this is where the 
authentic turkish bath hamam ghattas comes in.

the man behind the project is amil ghattas, who was born 
and raised in acre’s old city. a colourful and passionate 
character, ghattas says that with the opening of the 
turkish bath, his dream has come true.

ghattas, who invested nearly nis 6 million in the project, 
says that he wants to offer a luxurious experience in 
surroundings that are as authentic as possible.

as well as wanting hamam ghattas to be successful, 
he says that the project is also intended to bring more 
tourists to acre so they can discover the history and 
beauty of his hometown as well as learn about the rich 
cultural heritage. 

the luxury turkish bath, housed in an original ottoman 
building, has been painstakingly renovated and restored 
to its original state. the authentic and original features, 
alongside the most modern and luxurious equipment, 
offer an all-round experience.

in 2012 the renovation works were finally completed and 
the bath was opened to the public. it includes two floors 
of indulgence with the ground floor housing a large 
traditional seating area, steam room, massage table as 
well as separate changing areas, lockers, bathrooms and 
showers for men and women. the top floor includes a dry 
sauna, private massage room, warmed seating area, two 
massage beds and underfloor heating.

the complex can be rented by groups or couples (nis 
250 per person), but reservations need to be made in 
advance. the full treatment lasts up to three hours and 
includes various massages, skin treatments as well as 
refreshments.

The 
ghATTAs 
hAmAm
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award winning Photographer kara bieber will be 
showcasing photographs, writings and a hand cut collage 
at this year’s annual Dinner at the savoy hotel, on the 
26th of november, following a stay of 81 days in israel.

“man plans and god laughs”, was a thought never far 
from her thoughts when weeks of total splendour were 
interrupted by rockets falling on tel aviv. a new direction 
was to be pursued and new skills acquired in the form of 

kara biEbEr
a written daily account of living through operation Pillar 
of Defence, and a collage, which is a medium kara has 
perfected upon returning to england. since then her hand 
cut collages have led to a pop up exhibition in shoreditch 
with representation by a london gallery.

back in england kara has experienced a profound longing 
for the white city and all its colour, which will be evident 
for all to see from her photographs at the annual Dinner.
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mr Adam Al Afenish
mr al afenish is from the bedouin 
community in israel and is studying 
for an mba in financial economics at 
exeter university.

miss polina Brangel
miss brangel is at imperial college 
london for a PhD in the research field 
of bio-functionalised nanoparticles 
for bio sensing  completing in 2016.

mr lior erez
mr erez is presently in his second year 
at university college london to read 
for a PhD in Political theory.

mr yuval etgar
mr etgar is attending the royal 
college of art, for the ma programme 
in curating contemporary art (cca).

mrs Irit Katz feigis

mrs feigis is studying at cambridge 
university, for a PhD in architecture.

mr yoni furas
mr furas is studying at st. antony’s 
college, university of oxford and 
faculty of history for a DPhil in history 
completing 2014.

mr oren geva
mr geva is in his second year of an 
mPa Dual degree in Public affairs at 
the lse.

mr Ido gideon
mr gideon starts at the institute 
of education, university of london 
(ioe), to undertake an mPhil/PhD 
programme in education. he is due to 
complete september 2015.

mr nir goren
mr goren is studying for a master of 

Philosophy in medical Physics and 
bio-engineering at ucl completing in 
september 2016.

mr Iddo gruengard
mr gruengard is studying at central 
saint martin’s college, university of 
the arts, london (ual) for an ma in 
Performance, Design and Practice, 
finishing June 2014.

Inbar levy
ms levy is at university college, 
oxford undertaking a DPhil in law 
completing in april 2015.

mr tomer marcus
mr marcus is a violinist studying at the 
guildhall school of music and Drama 
for a full time two year masters 
programme commencing september 
2012.

The AiA educational Trusts
F or many years now the aia has prided itself 

on the success of its educational trusts. we 
administer two trusts, the wyndham Deedes 
travel scholarship trust, named in honour of our 

founder, which provides scholarships for uk graduates 
to undertake research in israel and the kenneth lindsay 
scholarship trust commemorating a former Director of the 
association which awards scholarships to israeli students 
wishing to study in uk universities.  over the years we have 
assisted many students to pursue 
their studies in an amazingly wide 
variety of fields.

although relatively small, 
the scholarships are deeply 
appreciated by our scholars. the 
scholars are good ambassadors 
for israel and use their time not 
only to study but also to engage in israel societies and to 
inform fellow students about israel. neta luria, a former 
kl scholar writes:

‘the aia kenneth lindsay scholarships can make a huge 
difference to someone’s life, as the experience of studying 
abroad will utterly impact one’s academic or professional 
career. but i believe that it changes much more than 
merely one student’s life – it can change their surrounding 
environment as well. 

when i first came to undertake my mPhil studies in 
cambridge, i was thinking about how this experience will 
contribute to me personally, but a year since completing 

my course and after two years of living in britain, i now 
understand  it was not just about my own life. alongside 
my studies, i had the privilege and honour to run the 
cambridge university israel society. together with 
other dedicated people, we advocated for israel when 
it was brutally defamed by university unions, societies 
and scholars; created dialogue opportunities for arab 
and israeli students through constructive workshops 
and meetings; held lectures with british and israeli 
academics; and finally created a meeting point and a 

second home for israeli students, 
where they could celebrate Jewish 
and israeli holidays and have a 
relaxed chat in hebrew.

‘I believe that the focal point of 
our society was the fact that many 
British students have had the 
opportunity to talk with Israelis, 

ask them their questions, and receive a ‘first hand’ 
impression of our country and its people. for many, I was 
told, it was a first and sometimes perception-changing 
opportunity. ‘

this year we received the largest number of applicants – 
82 but again have only been able to offer 20 scholarships.   
the israeli students are mature and often bring with them 
a spouse and young family. with the cost of living and 
university fees constantly rising,  more funding is urgently 
needed. israel’s future lies with these young people and 
we would appeal to our members to consider sponsoring 
a scholar to help them achieve the highest levels of 
excellence.

eduCATion is The mosT 
PowerFul weAPon whiCh you 
CAn use To ChAnge The world  
         – Nelson Mandela

the following graduates have received Kenneth lindsay scholarships:

ms yarit mechany
ms mechany is studying at the royal 
college of art for a master of arts 
Degree course in Design Products, 
completing June 2013.

mrs michal nachmany 
mrs nachmany is studying at the 
lse for a full time mPhil/PhD in 
geography, until october 2015 

miss maria novosolov
miss novosolov is a research student 
aiming for a PhD at the Department 
of Zoology in the faculty of life 
sciences, under the joint supervision 
of Dr shai meiri at tel aviv university 
and Dr David orme at imperial 
college, london. the scholarship will 

help fund her stay in london, working 
in Dr orme’s laboratory studying the 
methods and techniques relevant to 
her research. 

mr shaul salomon
mr salomon is studying for a PhD 
from the university of sheffield in 
the Department of automatic control 
and systems engineering.  he is 
working towards a PhD in the field 
of optimization from the university 
of sheffield (usfs) under the co-
supervision of professors from ort 
braude college of engineering in 
israel and usfD.

mr oded steinberg
studying at oxford university for 

a DPhil in history completing 
september 2015

ms lana tatour
ms tatour is studying at the university 
of warwick, for an mPhil/PhD in 
Politics and international studies, 
completing september 2014.

miss stav Zalel
miss Zalel is currently in her first year 
at imperial college london studying 
for a full time bsc course Physics with 
theoretical Physics.

mr yonatan Zlotogorski
mr Zlotogorski is studying at the lse, 
on a part time basis for an msc in 
global Politics. 

yaelle ester Ben-David has used 
the scholarship to enable her 
to pursue a summer internship 
in israel at the Peres center for 
Peace in tel aviv-Jaffa.  she will be 
working primarily in the business 
and environment Department which 
focuses on economic collaboration 
and co-operation amongst israelis 
and Palestinians. the overall aim of 
fostering a cohesive and prosperous 
society and thus an environment 
conducive to a positive and permanent 
peace.   she is a graduate of edinburgh 
university and is now currently 
nearing the end of her first year of 
a two year masters programme in 
international relations and economics 
(specialising in conflict management) 
at the Paul nitze school of advanced 

international studies (sais), Johns 
hopkins university – and the summer 
internship forms a relevant and 
complimentary component of this 
programme.

Alexander rodney – is a graduate of 
cambridge university and harvard 
university with an interest in law and 
ethics. he has been invited to the 
chambers of the hon. asher grunis, 
chief Justice of israel to develop his 
research into questions of transitional 
justice. trained in both england and 
the united states he is hoping to 
bring rigorous legal and philosophic 
training to his role of law clerk at the 
supreme court of israel.

miss joanne reilly is a graduate from 
the university of oxford with a double 
first class degree in Philosophy and 
theology and is presently pursuing 
a masters Degree at harvard 
university.  she is going to Jerusalem 
to participate in an academic field 
programme on “co-existence in the 
middle east”.  she hopes to ultimately 
to work for the british foreign office 
as a diplomat stationed in the middle 
east. she feels spending time in israel 
would be exceptionally beneficial 
in helping her move towards this 
goal. Providing her with real-life 
experience of interreligious relations 
in the middle east. 

we encourage british students to study in israel to see for 
themselves what israel is really like. they come back full 
of enthusiasm and with a changed perspective.  to this 
end,  the aia award a limited number of wyndham Deedes 
scholarships each year. the objective of the award is to 
enable graduates of british universities, who are normally 

resident in the uk to make an intensive study of some 
aspect, (sociological, scientific, cultural, economic, etc.) 
of life in israel.  we do not fund full-time degree courses 
at israeli universities but a short course or activity at an 
israeli university is permitted if it forms part of a degree 
course at a british university.

this year the applications were of a very high calibre and we awarded 3 scholarships:

for those wishing to learn more about these scholarships please visit our website at www.angloisraelassociation.
com where application forms can be downloaded.  

more and more students are applying to the AIA for scholarships.  With more funds we could grant more scholarships 
and educate some of our future leaders.  If you would like to sponsor a Kenneth lindsay or a Wyndham Deedes 
scholar, please contact us at:

Info@angloisraelassociation.com or call 020 8458 1284
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israel and the 
Changing middle east: 
Today and Tomorrow
3 november 2013
held at exeter college, university of oxford
by Jonny Paul 

Three years ago a prominent israeli think-tank published 
a report in which it described britain as the “mecca” 

of delegitimisation of all things israel. the reut institute 
report stated that through a concerted coordinated and 
ideological campaign, israel is subject to a “global systemic 
and systematic assault” on its political and economic model 
that aims to “precipitate its implosion.”

the campaigning against israel is prevalent in parts of 
the mass media, civil society, trade union movement and 
university campuses and the activists, while a minority, are 
resourceful and resolute. their entire raison d’etre is to 
demonise and turn israel into a pariah state and they have 
been able to vocalise and mainstream their messages to 
the extent that the level of debate and understanding of the 
conflict in this country has been severely affected. this has 
resulted in an intensification of the war of narratives with 
defence mechanisms on both sides deployed, along with 
dogmatic slogans and clichés.

with discussion on israel so convoluted, so supercharged 
with emotion and continuing to reach lower depths, efforts 
to bring the debate back to the middle ground, to try and 
salvage some good honest and decent debate and fair 
dealings on the subject must of course be welcomed. 

at the beginning of november, the israel and the changing 
middle east conference (imec) at the university of oxford 
hosted an array of thinkers with the task of diluting the 
polarised views and polemic synonymous with israel 
to help inject some understanding of the constraints, 
dilemmas and challenges israel faces and challenge the 
predetermined and the entrenched. red lines are being 
continually crossed, in most instances, it is not about 
questioning israeli government policies, which is of course 
welcomed and completely acceptable, but questions its 
very right to exist. 

now in its fifth year, the imec conference – which is part 
of a lecture series ‘israel: historical, Political and social 
aspects’ established by Dr anna sher and Dr amit kohn in 
2006, under guidance and support of Peter oppenheimer 
and baroness ruth Deech – is becoming an increasingly 
coveted platform for academics, business people, political 
commentators, journalists and students to take a more 
nuanced approach and look in depth at israel and wider 
region.

significantly the conference is supported by organisations 
who work towards promoting cooperation and goodwill 
between israel in the uk. this shows that there is a serious 
attempt in this country to promote a better understanding, 
and more open discussion and dialogue. this includes 
biraX, which was set up in 2008 by the british council to 
enhance research and academic cooperation between 
britain and israel in response to the call to boycott israeli 
academia and the anglo-israel association. 

this year the conference brought together an array of 
world renowned experts to discuss israel and the changing 
middle east, an area so pertinent and current and crucial 
for the west to grapple with. the conference covered the 
issues in depth, delving into the complexities of political 
reality with contributions stemming from a wide scope 
of viewpoints and stances on the subject. exeter college 
hosted proceedings and with a 120 capacity the hall that 
brimmed with people clambering to stand at the back 
making it well over 150 people. students and faculty 
heralded from a number of disciplines, as well as political 
backgrounds, including sciences, humanities and arts. the 
high numbers attending is significant. they are of course 
tomorrow’s leaders and decision makers. 

the first panel of the day, chaired by baroness Deech, looked 
at the role of academia and business in peacemaking. 
Derek Penslar, Professor of israel studies at st anne’s 
college, discussed how it is possible to stay neutral when 
studying israel as a historical phenomenon. rory miller, 
Professor in middle east studies at king’s college london 
gave a vivid account of efforts by the european union to 
establish a science and technology sector in the Palestinian 
territories as part of efforts to empower its economy and 
create a fertile ground to get the peace process moving. 
this sector, he said, has the potential to bring greater 
employment and prosperity to the Palestinians, and 
reduce dependency on aid and patronage. naturally this 
has widespread implications for peace and stability in the 
region. Professor raymond Dwek, head of the glycobiology 
institute at oxford’s biochemistry Department, gave a 
corresponding talk on the state of science and technology 
in israel, and particularly the work of the national institute 
of biotechnology at ben-gurion university which he set up 
in order to research technological solutions for the region. 
the institute is at the cutting edge of fields like bacterial 
wastewater treatment and desalination, and has special 
programmes to attract students and researchers from the 
Palestinian population and neighbouring arab states.

looking at the implications of recent developments in 
the middle east, the second panel, chaired by ghanem 
nuseibeh, turned to the wider region and the impact of the 
‘arab spring’. sir adam roberts, former president of the 
british academy, spoke about civil resistance and power 
politics. asher susser, Professor of middle eastern history 
at tel aviv university, outlined the structural conditions 
in arab states, such as the crisis of youth unable to find 
employment or start a family, that bubbled over leading to 
widespread protests. he noted that whereas in the 1960s 
the israeli establishment had feared the threat of “strong” 
arab states but now it is the “weak” arab states unable to 
control their territory allowing terrorist groups to thrive.

the third panel, chaired by Peter oppenheimer, saw ian 
black, middle east editor at the guardian, and John lloyd, 
contributing editor at the financial times, look at the role 
and responsibility of the media in the conflict. black said 
that as a result of the “pack mentality” of the media they 
have all invested heavily in coverage of egypt and syria, but 
he predicted there would soon be a switch back to israel as 
people tire with the civil war in syria.

in a keynote speech to close the conference Professor 
susser looked at what the conflict heralded for tomorrow. 
Despite the instability in the region, he claimed that now 
was the time for israel to take decisive action to end 
the conflict. he said that the two sides were far apart 
ideologically, making a permanent solution unfeasible, but 
believes that an interim arrangement of two states, living 

side-by-side is the most optimistic hope for the future.

the insights and ideas offered by speakers and 
participants illustrated that there is hope and a 
penchant to get away from the megaphone war 
and push the boundaries towards fuller, fairer 
and honest debate on the issues that makes 
israel such a hot topic. with the idealism evoked 
by younger people today, that they want to stop 
at nothing to repair the world. however before 
they embark on their journeys to change the 
world, they must first understand it, and 
must leave their baggage at home. so 
here is to unpacking the suitcases 
weighed down with empty 
slogans, polarised views and 
hurtful rhetoric and embarking 
on a journey which like the 
budget airlines offers big 
incentives for those who 
travel light.
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